
ZOOTOMIE 



The term  Zootomie refers  to a neoclassical building, part of the old École Vétérinaire in Berlin. Constructed in 1787-1790 
by Carl Gottard Langhans its amphitheatre is of particular interest. An exhibition, “Zeit der Tiere - a space without art” took 
place in June/July 1992 at the ‘Veterinärmedizinische Fakultät der Humboldt-Universität. The catalogue was published by 
the BrechtZentrumBerlin and the curator was Klara Wallner.



Book review of Felipe Fernández-Armesto’s So You Think You Are Human? A brief 
History of Humankind, Oxford University Press, 2004, by  Ian Tattersall, found in 
the spring issue of the London Times Literary Supplement.



Esteemed Gentlemen  
of the Academy!  
You show me the honour 
of calling upon me to  
submit a report to the 
Academy concerning my 
previous life as an ape.
In this sense, unfortunately, I cannot comply with your 
request. Almost five years separate me from my existence 
as an ape, a short time perhaps when measured by the 
calendar, but endlessly long to gallop through, as I have 
done, at times accompanied by splendid men, advice, 
applause, and orchestral music, but basically alone, since 
all those accompanying me held themselves back a long 
way from the barrier, in order to preserve the image.  
This achievement would have been impossible if I had 
stubbornly wished to hold onto my origin, onto the 
memories of my youth. 
 Giving up that obstinacy was, in fact, the highest command that I gave myself. 
I, a free ape, submitted myself to this yoke. In so doing, however, my memories for 
their part constantly closed themselves off against me. If people had wanted it, my 
journey back at first would have been possible through the entire gateway which 
heaven builds over the earth, but as my development was whipped onwards, the gate 
simultaneously grew lower and narrower all the time. I felt myself more comfortable 

and more enclosed in the world of human beings. The storm which blew me out of 
my past eased off. Today it is only a gentle breeze which cools my heels. And the 
distant hole through which it comes and through which I once came has become so 
small that, even if I had sufficient power and will to run back there, I would have to 
scrape the fur off my body in order to get through. Speaking frankly, as much as I like 
choosing metaphors for these things—speaking frankly: your experience as apes, 
gentlemen—to the extent that you have something of that sort behind you—cannot 
be more distant from you than mine is from me. But it tickles at the heels of everyone 
who walks here on earth, the small chimpanzee as well as the great Achilles. 

In the narrowest sense, however, I can 
perhaps answer your question, none-
theless, and indeed I do so with great 
pleasure. 
The first thing I learned was to give a handshake. The 
handshake displays candour. Today, when I stand at 
the highpoint of my career, may I add to that first hand-
shake also my candid words. For the Academy it will not 
provide anything essentially new and will fall far short 
of what people have asked of me and what with the best 
will I cannot speak about—but nonetheless it should dem-
onstrate the line by which someone who was an ape was 
forced into the world of men and which he has continued 
there. Yet I would certainly not permit myself to say even the trivial things which 
follow if I were not completely sure of myself and if my position on all the great music 
hall stages of the civilized world had not established itself unassailably. 
 I come from the Gold Coast. 
 For an account of how I was captured I rely on the reports of strangers. A hunting expedition from 
the firm of Hagenback—incidentally, since then I have already emptied a number of bottles of good 
red wine with the leader of that expedition—lay hidden in the bushes by the shore when I ran down 
in the evening in the middle of a band of apes for a drink. Someone fired a shot. I was the only one 
struck. I received two hits. 
 One was in the cheek—that was superficial. But it left behind a large hairless red scar which 
earned me the name Red Peter—a revolting name, completely inappropriate, presumably something 
invented by an ape, as if the only difference between me and the recently deceased trained ape Peter, 
who was well known here and there, was the red patch on my cheek.
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But this is only by the way.



 
The second shot hit me below the hip. It was serious. It’s the reason that today I still limp a little. 
Recently I read in an article by one of the ten thousand gossipers who vent their opinions about me in 
the newspapers that my ape nature is not yet entirely repressed. The proof is that when visitors come 
I take pleasure in pulling off my trousers to show the entry wound caused by this shot. That fellow 
should have each finger of his writing hand shot off one by one. So far as I am concerned, I may pull 
my trousers down in front of anyone I like. People will not find there anything other than well cared 
for fur and the scar from—let us select here a precise word for a precise purpose, something that will 
not be misunderstood—the scar from a wicked shot. Everything is perfectly open; there is nothing to 
hide. When it comes to a question of the truth, every great mind discards the most subtle refinements 
of manners. However, if that writer were to pull down his trousers when he gets a visitor, that would 
certainly produce a different sight, and I’ll take it as a sign of reason that he does not do that. But then 
he should not bother me with his delicate sensibilities. 
 
After those shots I woke up—and here my own memory gradually begins—in a cage between decks on 
the Hagenbeck steamship. It was no four-sided cage with bars, but only three walls fixed to a crate, so 
that the crate constituted the fourth wall. The whole thing was too low to stand upright and too narrow 
for sitting down. So I crouched with bent knees, which shook all the time, and since at first I probably 
did not wish to see anyone and to remain constantly in the darkness, I turned towards the crate, while 
the bars of the cage cut into the flesh on my back. People consider such confinement of wild animals 
beneficial in the very first period of time, and today I cannot deny, on the basis of my own experience, 
that in a human sense that is, in fact, the case. 
 
But at that time I didn’t think about it. For the first time in my life I was 
without a way out—at least there was no direct way out. Right in front of me 
was the crate, its boards fitted closely together. Well, there was a hole run-
ning right through the boards. When I first discovered it, I welcomed it with 
a blissfully happy howl of ignorance. But this hole was not nearly big enough 
to stick my tail through, and all the power of an ape could not make it any 
bigger. 

 
According to what I was told later, I 
am supposed to have made remark-
ably little noise. From that people 
concluded that either I must soon die 
or, if I succeeded in surviving the first 
critical period, I would be very capable 

 
Muffled sobbing, painfully searching out fleas, wearily licking a coconut, banging my skull against the 
wall of the crate, sticking out my tongue when anyone came near—these were the first occupations 
in my new life. In all of them, however, there was only one feeling: no way out. Nowadays, of course, I 
can portray those ape-like feelings only with human words and, as a result, I misrepresent them. But 
even if I can no longer attain the old truth of the ape, at least it lies in the direction I have described—
of that there is no doubt. 
 
Up until then I had had so many ways out, and now I no longer had one. I was tied down. If they had 
nailed me down, my freedom to move would not have been any less. And why? If you scratch raw the 
flesh between your toes, you won’t find the reason. If you press your back against the bars of the cage 
until it almost slices you in two, you won’t find the answer. I had no way out, but I had to come up with 
one for myself. For without that I could not live. Always in front of that crate wall—I would inevitably 
have died a miserable death. But according to Hagenbeck, apes belong at the crate wall—well, that 
meant I had to cease being an ape. A clear and beautiful train of thought, which I must have planned 
somehow with my belly, since apes think with their bellies. 
 
I’m worried that people do not understand precisely what I mean by a way out. I use the word in its 
most common and fullest sense. I am deliberately not saying freedom. I do not mean this great feeling 
of freedom on all sides. As an ape, I perhaps recognized it, and I have met human beings who yearn 
for it. But as far as I am concerned, I did not demand freedom either then or today. Incidentally, among 
human beings people all too often are deceived by freedom. And since freedom is reckoned among 
the most sublime feelings, the corresponding disappointment is also among the most sublime. In the 
variety shows, before my entrance, I have often watched a pair of artists busy on trapezes high up in 
the roof. They swung themselves, they rocked back and forth, they jumped, they hung in each other’s 
arms, one held the other by clenching the hair with his teeth. “That, too, is human freedom,” I thought, 
“self-controlled movement.” What a mockery of sacred nature! At such a sight, no structure would 
stand up to the laughter of the apes. 
 
No, I didn’t want freedom. Only a way out—to the right or left or 
anywhere at all. I made no other demands, even if the way out 
should be only an illusion. The demand was small; the disappoint-
ment would not be any greater—to move on further, to move on 
further! Only not to stand still with arms raised, pressed again a 
crate wall. 

 

Today I see clearly that without the 
greatest inner calm I would never 
have been able to get out. And in fact 
I probably owe everything that I have 
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become to the calmness which came 
over me after the first days there on the ship.

 
And, in turn, I owe that calmness to the people on the ship.
They are good people, in spite of everything. Today I still enjoy remembering the clang of their heavy 
steps, which used to echo then in my half sleep. They had the habit of tackling everything extremely 
slowly. If one of them wanted to rub his eyes, he raised his hand as if it were a hanging weight. Their 
jokes were gross but hearty. Their laughter was always mixed with a rasp which sounded dangerous 
but meant nothing. They always had something in their mouths to spit out, and they didn’t care where 
they spat. They always complained that my fleas sprung over onto them, but they were never seriously 
angry at me because of it. They even knew that fleas liked being in my fur and that fleas are jumpers. 
They learned to live with that. When they had no duties, sometimes a few of them sat down in a  
semi-circle around me. They didn’t speak much, but only made noises to each other and smoked their 
pipes, stretched out on the crates. They slapped their knees as soon as I made the slightest move-
ment, and from time to time one of them would pick up a stick and tickle me where I liked it. If I  
were invited today to make a journey on that ship, I’d certainly decline the invitation, but it’s equally 
certain that the memories I could dwell on of the time there between the decks would not be totally 

hateful. The calmness which I acquired in 
this circle of people prevented me 
above all from any attempt to escape. 

 
Looking at it nowadays, it seems to me as if I had at least sensed that I had to find a way out if I want-
ed to live, but that this way out could not be reached by escaping. I no longer know if escape was pos-
sible, but I think it was: for an ape it should always be possible to flee. With my present teeth I have to 
be careful even with the ordinary task of cracking a nut, but then I must have been able, over time, to 
succeed in chewing through the lock on the door. I didn’t do that. What would I have achieved by doing 
that? No sooner would I have stuck my head out, than they would have captured me again and locked 
me up in an even worse cage. Or I could have taken refuge unnoticed among the other animals—say, 
the boa constrictors opposite me—and breathed my last in their embraces. Or I could have managed 
to steal way up to the deck and jumped overboard. Then I’d have tossed back  
and forth for a while on the ocean and drowned. Acts of despair. I did not think things through in such 
a human way, but under the influence of my surroundings conducted myself as if I had worked  
things out. 

 
I did not work things out, but I 
observed well in complete tranquility. 
I saw these men going back and forth, 
always the same faces, the same 
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movements. Often it seemed to me as if there was only one 
man. So the man or these men went undisturbed. A lofty purpose dawned on 
me. No one promised me that if I could become like them the cage would be 
removed. 

Such promises, apparently impossible to fulfill, were not made. But if one makes the fulfillment good, 
then later the promises appear precisely there where one had looked for them earlier without success. 
Now, these men in themselves were nothing which attracted me very much. If I had been a follower 
of that freedom I just mentioned, I would certainly have preferred the ocean to the way out displayed 
in the dull gaze of these men. But in any case, I observed them for a long time before I even thought 
about such things—in fact, the accumulated observations first pushed me in the proper direction. 

It was so easy to imitate these people. 
I could already spit on the first day.  
We used to spit in each other’s faces.  
The only difference was that I licked 
my face clean afterwards. They did 
not. Soon I was smoking a pipe, like an old man, and if I then pressed my 
thumb down into the bowl of the pipe, the entire area between decks cheered. 
Still, for a long time I did not understand the difference between an empty 
and a full pipe. 
 
I had the greatest difficulty with the bottle of alcohol. The smell was torture to me. I forced myself with 
all my power, but weeks went by before I could overcome my reaction. Curiously enough, the people 
took this inner struggle more seriously than anything else about me. In my memories I don’t distin-
guish the people, but there was one who always came back, alone or with comrades, day and night, at 
different times. He’d stand with a bottle in front of me and give me instructions. He did not understand 
me. He wanted to solve the riddle of my being. He used to uncork the bottle slowly and then look at 
me, in order to test if I had understood. I confess that I always looked at him with wildly over-eager 
attentiveness. No human teacher has ever found in the entire world such a student of human beings. 

After he’d uncorked the bottle, he’d raise it to his mouth. I’d gaze at him, right at his throat. He would 
nod, pleased with me, and set the bottle to his lips. Delighted with my gradual understanding, I’d 
squeal and scratch myself all over, wherever it was convenient. He was happy. He’d set the bottle to 
his mouth and take a swallow. Impatient and desperate to emulate him, I would defecate over myself 
in my cage—and that again gave him great satisfaction. Then, holding the bottle at arm’s length and 
bringing it up again with a swing, he’d drink it down with one gulp, exaggerating his backward bend-
ing as a way of instructing me. Exhausted with so much great effort, I could no longer follow and hung 
weakly onto the bars, while he ended the theoretical lesson by rubbing his belly and grinning. 

Now the practical exercises first began. Was I not already too 
tired out by the theoretical part? Yes, indeed, far too weary. That’s 
part of my fate. Nonetheless, I’d grab the proffered bottle as well as I could and 
uncork it trembling.
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Auditorium/Zootomie

Once I’d managed to do that, new forces gradually take over. I lift the bottle—with hardly any dif-
ference between me and the original—put it to my lips—and throw it away in disgust, in disgust, 
although it is empty and filled only with the smell, throw it with disgust onto the floor. To the sorrow 
of my teacher, to my own greater sorrow. And I still do not console him or myself when, after throwing 
away the bottle, I do not forget to give my belly a splendid rub and to grin as I do so. 
 
All too often, the lesson went that way. And to my teacher’s credit, he was not angry with me. Well, 
sometimes he held his burning pipe against my fur in some place or other which I could reach only 
with difficulty, until it began to burn. But then he would put it out himself with his huge good hand. He 
wasn’t angry with me. He realized that we were fighting on the same side against ape nature and that I 
had the more difficult part. 
 
What a victory it was for him and for me, however, when one evening in front of a large circle of onlook-
ers—perhaps it was acelebration, a gramophone was playing, and officer was wandering around 
among the people—when on this evening, at a moment when no one was watching, I grabbed a bottle 
of alcohol which had been inadvertently left standing in front of my cage, uncorked it just as I had been 
taught, amid the rising attention of the group, set it against my mouth and, without hesitating, with my 
mouth making no grimace, like an expert drinker, with my eyes rolling around, splashing the liquid in 
my throat, I really and truly drank the bottle empty, and then threw it away, no longer in despair, but 
like an artist. Well, I did forget to scratch my belly. But instead of that, because I couldn’t do anything 
else, because I had to, because my senses were roaring, I cried out a short and good “Hello!” breaking 
out into human sounds. And with this cry I sprang into the community of human beings, and I felt its 
echo—“Just listen. He’s talking!”—like a kiss on my entire sweat-soaked body. 
 
I’ll say it again: imitating human beings was not something which pleased me. I imitated them because 
I was looking for a way out, for no other reason. And even in that victory little was achieved. My voice 
immediately failed me again. It first came back months later. My distaste for the bottle of alcohol 
became even stronger. But at least my direction was given to me once and for all. 
 
When I was handed over in Hamburg to my first trainer, I soon realized the two possibilities open to 
me: the Zoological Garden or the Music Hall. I did not hesitate. I said to myself: use all your energy to 
get into the Music Hall. That is the way out. The Zoological Garden is only a new barred cage. If you go 
there, you’re lost. 

And I learned, gentlemen. Alas, one 
learns when one has to. Once learns 
when one wants a way out. One learns 
ruthlessly. 

One supervises oneself with a whip and tears oneself apart at the slightest resistance. My ape nature 
ran off, head over heels, out of me, so that in the process my first teacher himself almost became an 
ape and soon had to give up training and be carried off to a mental hospital. Fortunately he was soon 
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The Elephant Man

The life and adventures of Joseph Carey Merrick

’Tis true my form is something odd,

But blaming me is blaming God; 

Could I create myself anew 

I would not fail in pleasing you.

If I could reach from pole to pole

Or grasp the ocean with a span,

I would be measured by the soul; 

The mind’s the standard of the man.

‘

  ’



The life and adventures of Joseph Carey Merrick

I first saw the light on the 5th of August, 1860, I was born in Lee Street, 
Wharf Street, Leicester. The deformity which I am now exhibiting was 
caused by my mother being frightened by an Elephant; my mother was going 
along the street when a procession of Animals were passing by, there was a 
terrible crush of people to see them, and unfortunately she was pushed under 
the Elephant’s feet, which frightened her very much; this occurring during a 
time of pregnancy was the cause of my deformity.

The measurement around my head is 36 inches, there is a large substance 
of flesh at the back as large as a breakfast cup, the other part in a manner 
of speaking is like hills and valleys, all lumped together, while the face is 
such a sight that no one could describe it. The right hand is almost the size 
and shape of an Elephant’s foreleg, measuring 12 inches round the wrist 
and 5 inches round one of the fingers; the other hand and arm is no larger 
than that of a girl ten years of age, although it is well proportioned. My feet 
and legs are covered with thick lumpy skin, also my body, like that of an 
Elephant, and almost the same colour, in fact, no one would believe until 
they saw it, that such a thing could exist.

It was not perceived much at birth, but began to develop itself when at the 
age of 5 years. I went to school like other children until I was about 11 or 12 
years of age, when the greatest misfortune of my life occurred, namely — the 
death of my mother, peace to her, she was a good mother to me; after she 
died my father broke up his home and went to lodgings; unfortunately for me 
he married his landlady; henceforth I never had one moment’s comfort, she 
having children of her own, and I not being so handsome as they, together 
with my deformity, she was the means of making my life a perfect misery; 
lame and deformed as I was, I ran, or rather walked away from home two or 
three times, but suppose father had some spark of parental feeling left, so he 
induced me to return home again.

The best friend I had in those days was my father’s brother, Mr. Merrick, 
hair Dresser, Church Gate, Leicester. When about 13 years old, noth-
ing would satisfy my step-mother until she got me out to work; I obtained 
employment at Messrs. Freeman’s Cigar Manufacturers, and worked there 
about two years, but my right hand got too heavy for making cigars, so I had 
to leave them. I was sent about the town to see if I could procure work, but 
being lame and deformed no one would employ me; when I went home for my 

meals, my step-mother used to say I had not been to seek for work. I was 
taunted and sneered at so that I would not go home for my meals, and used 
to stay in the streets with an hungry belly rather than return for anything to 
eat, what few half-meals I did have, I was taunted with the remark — “That’s 
more than you have earned.”

Being unable to get employment my father got me a pedlar’s license to hawk 
the town, but being deformed, people would not come to the door to buy my 
wares. In consequence of my ill luck my life was again made a misery to 
me, so that I again ran away and went hawking on my own account, but my 
deformity had grown to such an extent, so that I could not move about the 
town without having a crowd of people gather around me.

I then went into the infirmary at Leicester, where I remained for two or three 
years, when I had to undergo an operation on my face, having three or four 
ounces of flesh cut away; so thought I, I’ll get my living by being exhibited 
about the country. Knowing Mr. Sam Torr, Gladstone Vaults, Wharf Street, 
Leicester, went in for Novelties, I wrote to him, he came to see me, and soon 
arranged matters, recommending me to Mr. Ellis, Bee-hive Inn, Nottingham, 
from whom I received the greatest kindness and attention. In making my 
first appearance before the public, who have treated me well — in fact I may 
say I am as comfortable now as I was uncomfortable before. 

I must now bid my kind readers adieu. 

Joseph Merrick

The autobiography ends with this poem 

 
 
 
 
Was  I so tall,

 
 
 
 
could reach the pole, 

Joseph Merrick A Brief Autobiography



TattooInvitation Card for a Photographic Exhibition

Photograph by Liza May Post, Trying, 1998 Thorax of a man with tattoo of two palm trees framing a hunter riding an elephant, 
and aiming his gun, Pathalogisch-anatomisches Bundesmuseum, Vienna, 1929.



The bodies of a family of 10 elephants lie where poachers downed them in Tsavo East National Park in Kenya.
The ivory from the herd was found buried in the ground nearby.

News Item

“One thing that always struck me as sad about Merrick 
was the fact that he could not smile. 
Whatever his delight may be his face remained 
expressionless. He could weep, but he could not smile.” 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Frederick Treves 



Mating 



loves of the tortoises

There are two tortoises on the patio: a male and a fe male. Zlak! Zlak! 
Their shells strike each other. It is their mating season.

The male pushes the female sideways, all around the edge of the paving. 
The female seems to resist his at tack, or at least she opposes it with inert 
immobility. The male is smaller and more active; he seems younger. He 
tries repeatedly to mount her, from behind, but the back of her shell is 
steep and he slides off.

Now he must have succeeded in achieving the right position: he thrusts 
with rhythmic, cadenced strokes; at every thrust he emits a kind of gasp, 
almost a cry. The female has her foreclaws flattened against the ground, 
enabling her to raise her hind part. The male scratches with his foreclaws 
on her shell, his neck stuck out, his mouth gaping. The problem with 
these shells is that there’s no way to get a hold; in fact, the claws can 
find no purchase.

Now she escapes him; he pursues her. Not that she is faster or particular-
ly determined to run away: to re strain her he gives her some little nips on 
a leg, always the same one. She does not rebel. Every time she stops, the 
male tries to mount her; but she takes a little step forward and he top-
ples off, slamming his member on the ground. This member is fairly long, 
hooked in a way that apparently makes it possible for him to reach her 
even though the thickness of the shells and their awkward positioning 
separates them. So there is no telling how many of these attacks achieve 
their purpose or how many fail, or how many are theater, play acting.

It is summer; the patio is bare, except for one green jasmine in a corner. 
The courtship consists of making so many turns around the little patch 
of grass, with pursuits and flights and skirmishing not of the claws but of 
the shells, which strike in a dull clicking. The female tries to find refuge 
among the stalks of the jas mine; she believes—or wants to make others 
believe that she does this to hide; but actually this is the surest way to 
remain blocked by the male, held immobile with no avenue of escape. 

Italo CalvinoMating

R.B. Kitaj, My Cat and Her Husband, 1977 (postcard Tate Gallery, London)



Now he has most likely managed to introduce his member properly; but 
this time they are both completely still, silent.

The sensations of the pair of mating tortoises are something Mr. Palomar 
cannot imagine. He observes them with a cold attention, as if they were 
two ma chines: two electronic tortoises programmed to mate. What does 
eros become if there are plates of bone or horny scales in the place of 
skin? But what we call eros—is it perhaps only a program of our corpo-
real bodies, more complicated because the memory receives mes sages 
from every cell of the skin, from every molecule of our tissues, and mul-
tiplies them and combines them with the impulses transmitted by our 
eyesight and with those aroused by the imagination? The difference lies 
only in the number of circuits involved: from our re ceptors billions of 
wires extend, linked with the com puter of feelings, conditionings, the 
ties between one person and another. . . . Eros is a program that un folds 
in the electronic clusters of the mind, but the mind is also skin: skin 
touched, seen, remembered. And what about the tortoises, enclosed in 
their insensitive casing? The poverty of their sensorial stimuli perhaps 
drives them to a concentrated, intense mental life, leads them to a crys-
talline inner awareness. . . . Perhaps the eros of tortoises obeys absolute 
spiritual laws, whereas we are prisoners of a machinery whose function-
ing remains unknown to us, prone to clogging up, stalling, exploding in 
uncontrolled automatisms. . . .

Do the tortoises understand themselves any better? After about ten 
minutes of mating, the two shells sep arate. She ahead, he behind, they 
resume their circling of the grass. Now the male remains more distanced; 
every now and then he scratches his claw against her shell, he climbs on 
her for a little, but without much conviction. They go back under the jas-
mine. He gives her a nip or two on a leg, always in the same place.

The loves of the tortoisese 

Italo Calvino, The Loves of Tortoises, in Mr. Palomar, Lester & Orpen Dennys Publishers, Toronto, 1985.
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The Metamorphosis

One morning, as Gregor Samsa was waking up from anxious dreams, he dis-
covered that in bed he had been changed into a monstrous verminous bug. 
He lay on his armour-hard back and saw, as he lifted his head up a little, his 
brown, arched abdomen divided up into rigid bow-like sections. From this 
height the blanket, just about ready to slide off completely, could hardly stay 
in place. His numerous legs, pitifully thin in comparison to the rest of his cir-
cumference, flickered helplessly before his eyes. 

“What’s happened to me,” he thought. It was no dream. His room, a proper 
room for a human being, only somewhat too small, lay quietly between the 
four well-known walls. Above the table, on which an unpacked collection of 
sample cloth goods was spread out—Samsa was a travelling salesman—hung 
the picture which he had cut out of an illustrated magazine a little while ago 
and set in a pretty gilt frame. It was a picture of a woman with a fur hat and a 
fur boa. She sat erect there, lifting up in the direction of the viewer a solid fur 
muff into which her entire forearm had disappeared. 

Gregor’s glance then turned to the window. The dreary weather—the rain 
drops were falling audibly down on the metal window ledge—made him quite 
melancholy. “Why don’t I keep sleeping for a little while longer and forget all 
this foolishness,” he thought. But this was entirely impractical, for he was used 
to sleeping on his right side, and in his present state he couldn’t get himself 
into this position. No matter how hard he threw himself onto his right side, he 
always rolled again onto his back. He must have tried it a hundred times, clos-
ing his eyes so that he would not have to see the wriggling legs, and gave up 
only when he began to feel a light, dull pain in his side which he had never felt 
before. 

“O God,” he thought, “what a demanding job I’ve chosen! Day in, day out, on 
the road. The stresses of selling are much greater than the work going on at 
head office, and, in addition to that, I have to cope with the problems of travel-
ling, the worries about train connections, irregular bad food, temporary and 
constantly changing human relationships, which never come from the heart. 
To hell with it all!” He felt a slight itching on the top of his abdomen. He slowly 
pushed himself on his back closer to the bed post so that he could lift his head 
more easily, found the itchy part, which was entirely covered with small white 
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wrong? Apart from a really excessive drowsiness after the long sleep, Gregor in 
fact felt quite well and even had a really strong appetite. 

As he was thinking all this over in the greatest haste, without being able to 
make the decision to get out of bed—the alarm clock was indicating exactly 
quarter to seven—there was a cautious knock on the door by the head of the 
bed. 

“Gregor,” a voice called—it was his mother!—”it’s quarter to seven. Don’t you 
want to be on your way?” The soft voice! Gregor was startled when he heard 
his voice answering. It was clearly and unmistakably his earlier voice, but in it 
was intermingled, as if from below, an irrepressibly painful squeaking, which 
left the words positively distinct only in the first moment and distorted them in 
the reverberation, so that one didn’t know if one had heard correctly. Gregor 
wanted to answer in detail and explain everything, but in these circumstances 
he confined himself to saying, “Yes, yes, thank you mother. I’m getting up 
right away.” Because of the wooden door the change in Gregor’s voice was 
not really noticeable outside, so his mother calmed down with this explana-
tion and shuffled off. However, as a result of the short conversation, the other 
family members became aware that Gregor was unexpectedly still at home, 
and already his father was knocking on one side door, weakly but with his fist. 
“Gregor, Gregor,” he called out, “what’s going on?” And, after a short while, 
he urged him on again in a deeper voice: “Gregor!” Gregor!” At the other side 
door, however, his sister knocked lightly. “Gregor? Are you all right? Do you 
need anything?” Gregor directed answers in both directions, “I’ll be ready right 
away.” He made an effort with the most careful articulation and by inserting 
long pauses between the individual words to remove everything remarkable 
from his voice. His father turned back to his breakfast. However, the sister 
whispered, “Gregor, open the door—I beg you.” Gregor had no intention of 
opening the door, but congratulated himself on his precaution, acquired from 
travelling, of locking all doors during the night, even at home. 

First he wanted to stand up quietly and undisturbed, get dressed, above all 
have breakfast, and only then consider further action, for—he noticed this 
clearly—by thinking things over in bed he would not reach a reasonable con-
clusion. He remembered that he had already often felt a light pain or other in 
bed, perhaps the result of an awkward lying position, which later turned out to 
be purely imaginary when he stood up, and he was eager to see how his pres-
ent fantasies would gradually dissipate. That the change in his voice was noth-

The Metamorphosis

spots—he did not know what to make of them and wanted to feel the place 
with a leg. But he retracted it immediately, for the contact felt like a cold show-
er all over him. 

He slid back again into his earlier position. “This getting up early,” he thought, 
“makes a man quite idiotic. A man must have his sleep. Other travelling sales-
men live like harem women. For instance, when I come back to the inn during 
the course of the morning to write up the necessary orders, these gentle-
men are just sitting down to breakfast. If I were to try that with my boss, I’d 
be thrown out on the spot. Still, who knows whether that mightn’t be really 
good for me? If I didn’t hold back for my parents’ sake, I’d have quit ages ago. 
I would’ve gone to the boss and told him just what I think from the bottom of 
my heart. He would’ve fallen right off his desk! How weird it is to sit up at that 
desk and talk down to the employee from way up there. The boss has trouble 
hearing, so the employee has to step up quite close to him. Anyway, I haven’t 
completely given up that hope yet. Once I’ve got together the money to pay off 
my parents’ debt to him—that should take another five or six years—I’ll do it 
for sure. Then I’ll make the big break. In any case, right now I have to get up. 
My train leaves at five o’clock.” 

He looked over at the alarm clock ticking away by the chest of drawers. “Good 
God!” he thought. It was half past six, and the hands were going quietly on. 
It was past the half hour, already nearly quarter to. Could the alarm have 
failed to ring? One saw from the bed that it was properly set for four o’clock. 
Certainly it had rung. Yes, but was it possible to sleep through that noise which 
made the furniture shake? Now, it’s true he’d not slept quietly, but evidently 
he’d slept all the more deeply. Still, what should he do now? The next train left 
at seven o’clock. To catch that one, he would have to go in a mad rush. The 
sample collection wasn’t packed up yet, and he really didn’t feel particularly 
fresh and active. And even if he caught the train, there was no avoiding a blow-
up with the boss, because the firm’s errand boy would’ve waited for the five 
o’clock train and reported the news of his absence long ago. He was the boss’s 
minion, without backbone or intelligence. Well then, what if he reported in 
sick? But that would be extremely embarrassing and suspicious, because dur-
ing his five years’ service Gregor hadn’t been sick even once. The boss would 
certainly come with the doctor from the health insurance company and would 
reproach his parents for their lazy son and cut short all objections with the 
insurance doctor’s comments; for him everyone was completely healthy but 
really lazy about work. And besides, would the doctor in this case be totally 
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cheer to be had from a glance at the morning mist, which concealed even the 
other side of the narrow street. “It’s already seven o’clock,” he told himself at 
the latest striking of the alarm clock, “already seven o’clock and still such a 
fog.” And for a little while longer he lay quietly with weak breathing, as if per-
haps waiting for normal and natural conditions to re-emerge out of the com-
plete stillness. 

But then he said to himself, “Before it strikes a quarter past seven, whatever 
happens I must be completely out of bed. Besides, by then someone from the 
office will arrive to inquire about me, because the office will open before seven 
o’clock.” And he made an effort then to rock his entire body length out of the 
bed with a uniform motion. If he let himself fall out of the bed in this way, his 
head, which in the course of the fall he intended to lift up sharply, would prob-
ably remain uninjured. His back seemed to be hard; nothing would really hap-
pen to that as a result of the fall. His greatest reservation was a worry about 
the loud noise which the fall must create and which presumably would arouse, 
if not fright, then at least concern on the other side of all the doors. However, it 
had to be tried. 

ing other than the onset of a real chill, an occupational illness of commercial 
travellers, of that he had not the slightest doubt. 

It was very easy to throw aside the blanket. He needed only to push himself up 
a little, and it fell by itself. But to continue was difficult, particularly because 
he was so unusually wide. He needed arms and hands to push himself upright. 
Instead of these, however, he had only many small limbs which were inces-
santly moving with very different motions and which, in addition, he was 
unable to control. If he wanted to bend one of them, then it was the first to 
extend itself, and if he finally succeeded doing what he wanted with this limb, 
in the meantime all the others, as if left free, moved around in an excessively 
painful agitation. “But I must not stay in bed uselessly,” said Gregor to himself. 

At first he wanted to get out of bed with the lower part of his body, but this 
lower part—which, by the way, he had not yet looked at and which he also 
couldn’t picture clearly—proved itself too difficult to move. The attempt went 
so slowly. When, having become almost frantic, he finally hurled himself for-
ward with all his force and without thinking, he chose his direction incorrectly, 
and he hit the lower bedpost hard. The violent pain he felt revealed to him that 
the lower part of his body was at the moment probably the most sensitive. 
Thus, he tried to get his upper body out of the bed first and turned his head 
carefully toward the edge of the bed. He managed to do this easily, and in 
spite of its width and weight his body mass at last slowly followed the turning 
of his head. But as he finally raised his head outside the bed in the open air, 
he became anxious about moving forward any further in this manner, for if he 
allowed himself eventually to fall by this process, it would take a miracle to 
prevent his head from getting injured. And at all costs he must not lose con-
sciousness right now. He preferred to remain in bed. 

However, after a similar effort, while he lay there again, sighing as before, and 
once again saw his small limbs fighting one another, if anything worse than 
earlier, and didn’t see any chance of imposing quiet and order on this arbitrary 
movement, he told himself again that he couldn’t possibly remain in bed and 
that it might be the most reasonable thing to sacrifice everything if there was 
even the slightest hope of getting himself out of bed in the process. At the 
same moment, however, he didn’t forget to remind himself from time to time 
of the fact that calm—indeed the calmest—reflection might be better than the 
most confused decisions. At such moments, he directed his gaze as precisely 
as he could toward the window, but unfortunately there was little confident 
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Seagulls and Swans



In the old Irish sagas exists a board game akin to (but distinct from) chess called fidchell, 
meaning wooden wisdom or wood sense and invented by the Irish god Lug, meaning  light or brightness.  
The stakesare often very high. In one story two rival lovers, one the mortal king of Tara,
and the other an immortal king of the fairies, play against each other. The ultimate stake is the 
King of Tara’s wife Etain who has had a number of past lives.  More than a thousand years before this game 
takes place, she was the fairy king’s wife and now he wants her back. He wins the game of
wooden wisdom and the two of them are transformed into swans as they fly away to the other world.
                                                  The End
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Humming bird

The Vulture 

A vulture was hacking at my feet. It had already torn my 
boots and stockings to shreds, now it was hacking at the 
feet themselves. Again and again it struck at them, then 
circled several times restlessly around me, then returned 
to continue its work. A gentleman passed by, looked on 
for a while, then asked me why I suffered the vulture. “I’m 
helpless,” I said. “When it came and began to attack me, 
I of course tried to drive it away, even to strangle it, but 
these animals are very strong, it was about to spring at  
my face, but I preferred to sacrifice my feet. Now they are 
almost torn to bits.” “Fancy letting yourself be tortured 
like this!” said the gentleman. “One shot and that’s the 
end of the vulture.” “Really?” I said. “And would you do 
that?” “With pleasure,” said the gentleman, “I’ve only got 
to go home and get my gun. Could you wait another half-
hour?” “I’m not sure about that,” said I, and stood for a 
moment rigid with pain. Then I said: “Do try it in any case, 
please.” “Very well,” said the gentleman, “I’ll be as quick 
as I can.” During this conversa tion the vulture had been 
calmly listening, letting its eye rove between me and the 
gentleman. Now I realized that it had un derstood every-
thing; it took wing, leaned far back to gain impetus, and 
then, like a javelin thrower, thrust its beak through my 
mouth, deep into me. Falling back, I was relieved to feel 
him drowning irretrievably in my blood, which was filling 
every depth, flooding every shore.

Franz Kafka, The Complete Stories, Schoken Books, New York, 1976.
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Max Ernst CollageArgumentum Ornithologicum

Indigo Bunting (Passerina cyanea)

I close my eyes and see a flock of birds. The vision lasts a second, or perhaps 
less; I am not sure how many birds I saw. Was the number of birds definite or 
indefinite? The problem involves the existence of God. If God exists, the number 
is definite, because God knows how many birds I saw. If God does not exist, the 
number is indefinite, because no one can have counted. In this case I saw fewer 
than ten birds (let us say) and more than one, but did not see nine, eight, seven, 
six, five, four, three, or two birds. I saw a number between ten and one, which 
was not nine, eight, seven, six, five, etc. That integer—not-nine, not-eight, not-
seven, not-six, not-five, etc.—is inconceivable. Ergo, God exists.

Jorge Louis Borges
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Hermann Hesse

Treatise on the Steppenwolf

There was once a man, Harry, called the Steppenwolf. He went on two legs, wore 
clothes and was a human being, but nevertheless he was in reality a wolf of the 
Steppes. He had learned a good deal of all that people of a good intelligence can, and 
was a fairly clever fellow. What he had not learned, how ever, was this: to find con-
tentment in himself and his own life.

The cause of this apparently was that at the bottom of his heart he knew all the 
time (or thought he knew) that he was in reality not a man, but a wolf of the Steppes. 
Clever men might argue the point whether he truly was a wolf,  whether, that is, he 
had been changed, before birth perhaps, from a wolf into a human being, or had 
been given the soul of a wolf, though born as a human being; or whether, on the 
other hand, this belief that he was a wolf was no more than a fancy or a disease of 
his. It might, for example, be possible that in his childhood he was a little wild and 
disobedient and disorderly, and that those who brought him up had declared a war 
of extinction against the beast in him; and precisely this had given him the idea and 
the belief that he was in fact actu ally a beast with only a thin covering of the human. 
On this point one could speak at length and entertainingly, and in deed write a book 
about it. The Steppenwolf, however, would be none the better for it, since for him it 
was all one whether the wolf had been bewitched or beaten into him, or whether it 
was merely an idea of his own. What others chose to think about it or what he chose 
to think himself was no good to him at all. It left the wolf inside him just the same.

And so the Steppenwolf had two natures, a human and a wolfish one. This was 
his fate, and it may well be that it was not a very exceptional one. There must have 
been many men who have had a good deal of the dog or the fox, of the fish or the 
serpent in them without experiencing any extraordinary difficulties on that account. 
In such cases, the man and the fish lived on together and neither did the other any 
harm. The one even helped the other. Many a man indeed has carried this condition 
to such enviable lengths that he has owed his happiness more to the fox or the ape in 
him than to the man. So much for common knowledge. In the case of Harry, how ever, 
it was just the opposite. In him the man and the wolf did not go the same way togeth-
er, but were in continual and deadly enmity. One existed simply and solely to harm 
the other, and when there are two in one blood and in one soul who are at deadly 
enmity, then life fares ill. Well, to each his lot, and none is light.

Now with our Steppenwolf it was so that in his conscious life he lived now as a 
wolf, now as a man, as indeed the case is with all mixed beings. But, when he was 
a wolf, the man in him lay in ambush, ever on the watch to interfere and con demn, 
while at those times that he was man the wolf did just the same. For example, if 
Harry, as man, had a beautiful thought, felt a fine and noble emotion, or performed 
a so  called good act, then the wolf bared his teeth at him and laughed and showed 
him with bitter scorn how laughable this whole pantomime was in the eyes of a 
beast, of a wolf who knew well enough in his heart what suited him, namely, to trot 
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in such a fashion that in the upshot happi ness and suffering held the scales even, or 
whether perhaps the short but intense happiness of those few hours out weighed all 
suffering and left a balance over is again a ques tion over which idle persons may med-
itate to their hearts’ con tent. Even the wolf brooded often over this, and those were 
his idle and unprofitable days.

In this connection one thing more must be said. There are a good many people 
of the same kind as Harry. Many artists are of his kind. These persons all have two 
souls, two beings within them. There is God and the devil in them; the mother’s blood 
and the father’s; the capacity for happiness and the capacity for suffering; and in just 
such a state of en mity and entanglement towards and within each other as were the 
wolf and man in Harry. And these men, for whom life has no repose, live at times in 
their rare moments of happi ness with such strength and indescribable beauty, the 
spray of their moment’s happiness is flung so high and dazzlingly over the wide sea 
of suffering, that the light of it, spreading its radiance, touches others too with its 
enchantment. Thus, like a precious, fleeting foam over the sea of suffering arise all 
those works of art, in which a single individual lifts himself for an hour so high above 
his personal destiny that his happi ness shines like a star and appears to all who see 
it as some thing eternal and as a happiness of their own. All these men, whatever their 
deeds and works may be, have really no life; that is to say, their lives are not their own 
and have no form.

They are not heroes, artists or thinkers in the same way that other men are 
judges, doctors, shoemakers, or schoolmasters. Their life consists of a perpetual tide, 
unhappy and torn with pain, terrible and meaningless, unless one is ready to see its 
meaning in just those rare experiences, acts, thoughts and works that shine out above 
the chaos of such a life. To such men the desperate and horrible thought has come 
that perhaps the whole of human life is but a bad joke, a violent and ill- fated abor-
tion of the primal mother, a savage and dismal catastrophe of nature. To them, too, 
however, the other thought has come that man is perhaps not merely a half- rational 
animal but a child of the gods and destined to immor tality.

Men of every kind have their characteristics, their features, their virtues and 
vices and their deadly sins. Prowling about at night was one of the Steppenwolf’s 
favorite tend encies. The morning was a wretched time of day for him. He feared it and 
it never brought him any good. On no morn ing of his life had he ever been in good 
spirits nor done any: good before midday, nor ever had a happy idea, nor devised 
any pleasure for himself or others. By degrees during the afternoon he warmed and 
became alive, and only towards evening, on his good days, was he productive, active 
and, sometimes, aglow with joy. With this was bound up his need for loneli ness and 
independence. There was never a man with a deeper and more passionate craving for 
independence than he. In his youth when he was poor and had difficulty in earning his 
bread, he preferred to go hungry and in torn clothes rather than endanger his narrow 
limit of independence. He never sold himself for money or an easy life or to women or 
to those in power; and had thrown away a hundred times what in the world’s eyes was 
his advantage and happiness in order to safe guard his liberty. No prospect was more 
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alone over the Steppes and now and then to gorge him self with blood or to pursue a 
female wolf. Then, wolfishly seen, all human activities became horribly absurd and 
mis placed, stupid and vain. But it was exactly the same when Harry felt and behaved 
as a wolf and showed others his teeth and felt hatred and enmity against all human 
beings and their lying and degenerate manners and customs. For then the human 
part of him lay in ambush and watched the wolf, called him brute and beast, and 
spoiled and embittered for him all pleasure in his simple and healthy and wild wolf’s 
being.

Thus it was then with the Steppenwolf, and one may well imagine that Harry did 
not have an exactly pleasant and happy life of it. This does not mean, however, that 
he was un happy in any extraordinary degree (although it may have seemed so to him-
self all the same, inasmuch as every man takes the sufferings that fall to his share as 
the greatest). That cannot be said of any man. Even he who has no wolf in him, may 
be none the happier for that. And even the unhappiest life has its sunny moments 
and its little flowers of happi ness between sand and stone. So it was, then, with the 
Step penwolf too. It cannot be denied that he was generally very unhappy; and he 
could make others unhappy also, that is, when he loved them or they him. For all who 
got to love him, saw always only the one side in him. Many loved him as a re fined and 
clever and interesting man, and were horrified and disappointed when they had come 
upon the wolf in him. And they had to because Harry wished, as every sentient be ing 
does, to be loved as a whole and therefore it was just with those whose love he most 
valued that he could least of all con ceal and belie the wolf. There were those, how-
ever, who loved precisely the wolf in him, the free, the savage, the untamable, the  
dangerous and strong, and these found it peculiarly dis appointing and deplorable 
when suddenly the wild and wicked wolf was also a man, and had hankerings after 
goodness and refinement, and wanted to hear Mozart, to read po etry and to cherish 
human ideals. Usually these were the most disappointed and angry of all; and so it 
was that the Steppen wolf brought his own dual and divided nature into the destinies 
of others besides himself whenever he came into contact with them.

Now, whoever thinks that he knows the Steppenwolf and that he can imagine to 
himself his lamentably divided life is nevertheless in error. He does not know all by 
a long way. He does not know that, as there is no rule without an exception and as 
one sinner may under certain circumstances be dearer it to God than ninety and nine 
righteous persons, with Harry too there were now and then exceptions and strokes of 
good luck, and that he could breathe and think and feel sometimes as the wolf, some-
times as the man, clearly and without con fusion of the two; and even on very rare 
occasions, they made peace and lived for one another in such fashion that not merely 
did one keep watch whilst the other slept but each strengthened and confirmed the 
other. In the life of this man, too, as well as in all things else in the world, daily use 
and the accepted and common knowledge seemed sometimes to have no other aim 
than to be arrested now and again for an instant,  and broken through, in order to 
yield the place of honor to the exceptional and miraculous. Now whether these short 
and occasional hours of happiness balanced and alleviated the lot of the Steppenwolf 



the peak of a crag whence a slight push from without or an in stant’s weakness from 
within suffices to precipitate him into the void. The line of fate in the case of these 
men is marked by the belief they have that suicide is their most probable manner of 
death. It might be presumed that such temperaments, which usually manifest them-
selves in early youth and per sist through life, show a singular defect of vital force. On 
the contrary, among the “suicides” are to be found unusually tenacious and eager 
and also hardy natures. But just as there are those who at the least indisposition 
develop a fever, so do those whom we call suicides, and who are always very emo-
tional and sensitive, develop at the least shock the notion of suicide. Had we a sci-
ence with the courage and authority to concern itself with mankind, instead of with 
the mechanism merely of vital phenomena, had we something of the nature of an 
anthropology, or a psychology, these matters of fact would be familiar to every one.

What was said above on the subject of suicides touches ob viously nothing but 
the surface. It is psychology, and, there fore, partly physics. Metaphysically consid-
ered, the matter has a different and a much clearer aspect. In this aspect suicides 
present themselves as those who are overtaken by the sense of guilt inherent in 
individuals, those souls that find the aim of life not in the perfecting and molding of 
the self, but in liber ating themselves by going back to the mother, back to God, back 
to the all. Many of these natures are wholly incapable of ever having recourse to real 
suicide, because they have a profound consciousness of the sin of doing so. For us 
they are  suicides nonetheless; for they see death and not life as the releaser. They  
are ready to cast themselves away in surrender, to be extinguished and to go back to 
the beginning.

As every strength may become a weakness (and under some circumstances 
must) so, on the contrary, may the typi cal suicide find a strength and a support in 
his apparent weak ness. Indeed, he does so more often than not. The case of Harry, 
the Steppenwolf, is one of these. As thousands of his like do, he found consolation 
and support, and not merely the melancholy play of youthful fancy, in the idea that 
the way to death was open to him at any moment. It is true that with him, as with all 
men of his kind, every shock, every pain, every untoward predicament at once called 
forth the wish to find an escape in death. By degrees, however, he fashioned for him-
self out of this tendency a philosophy that was actually serviceable to life. He gained 
strength through familiarity with the thought that the emergency exit stood always 
open, and became curious, too, to taste his suffering to the dregs. If it went too badly 
with him he could feed sometimes with a grim malicious pleasure: “I am curious to 
see all the same just how much a man can endure. If the limit of what is bearable is 
reached, I have only to open the door to escape.” There are a great many suicides  
to whom this thought imparts an un common strength.

On the other hand, all suicides have the responsibility of fighting against the 
temptation of suicide. Every one of them knows very well in some corner of his soul 
that suicide, though a way out, is rather a mean and shabby one, and that it is nobler 
and finer to be conquered by life than to fall by one’s own hand. Knowing this, with a 
morbid conscience whose source is much the same as that of the militant con science 
of so-called self-contented persons, the majority of suicides are left to a protracted 
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hateful and distaste ful to him than that he should have to go to an office and conform 
to daily and yearly routine and obey others. He hated all kinds of offices, governmen-
tal or commercial, as he hated death, and his worst nightmare was confinement in 
barracks. He contrived, often at great sacrifice, to avoid all such pre dicaments. It was 
here that his strength and his virtue rested. On this point he could neither be bent nor 
bribed. Here his character was firm and indeflectable. Only, through this virtue, he 
was bound the closer to his destiny of suffering. It happened to him as it does to all; 
what he strove for with the deepest and most stubborn instinct of his being fell to his 
lot, but more than is good for men. In the beginning his dream and his happiness, in 
the end it was his bitter fate. The man of power is ruined by power, the man of money 
by money, the submissive man by subservience, the pleasure seeker by pleas ure. He 
achieved his aim. He was ever more independent. He took orders from no man and 
ordered his ways to suit no man. Independently and alone, he decided what to do and 
to leave undone. For every strong man attains to that which a genuine impulse bids 
him seek. But in the midst of the freedom he had attained Harry suddenly became 
aware that his freedom was a death and that he stood alone. The world in an uncanny 
fashion left him in peace. Other men concerned him no longer. He was not even con-
cerned about himself. He began to suffocate slowly in the more and more rarefied 
atmosphere of remoteness and solitude. For now it was his wish no longer, nor his 
aim, to be alone and independent, but rather his lot and his sentence. The magic 
wish had been fulfilled and could not be cancelled, and it was no good now to open 
his arms with longing and goodwill to welcome the bonds of society. People left him 
alone now. It was not, however, that he was an object of hatred and repugnance. On 
the contrary, he had many friends. A great many people liked him. But it was no more 
than sympathy and friendliness. He received invitations, presents, pleasant letters; 
but no more. No one came near to him. There was no link left, and no one could have 
had any part in his life even had anyone wished it. For the air of lonely men surround-
ed him now, a still atmosphere in which the world around him slipped away, leaving 
him incapable of relationship, an atmosphere against which neither will nor longing 
availed. This was one of the significant earmarks of his life.

Another was that he was numbered among the suicides. And here it must be 
said that to call suicides only those who actually destroy themselves is false. Among 
these, indeed, there are many who in a sense are suicides only by accident and in 
whose being suicide has no necessary place. Among the common run of men there 
are many of little personality and stamped with no deep impress of fate, who find 
their end in suicide without belonging on that account to the type of the suicide by 
inclination; while on the other hand, of those who are to be counted as suicides by 
the very nature of their beings are many, perhaps a majority, who never in fact lay 
hands on themselves. The “suicide,” and Harry was one, need not necessarily live in  
a peculiarly close relationship to death. One may do this without being a suicide. What 
is peculiar to the suicide is that his ego, rightly or wrongly, is felt to be an ex tremely 
dangerous, dubious, and doomed germ of nature; that he is always in his own eyes 
exposed to an extraordinary risk, as though he stood with the slightest foothold on 



seducer, the outlaw of state and society, as his brother, but as for theft and robbery, 
murder and rape, he would not have known how to deplore them otherwise than in a 
thor oughly bourgeois manner.

In this way he was always recognizing and affirming with one half of himself, in 
thought and act, what with the other half he fought against and denied. Brought up, 
as he was, in a cultivated home in the approved manner he never tore part of his soul 
loose from its conventionalities even after he had long since individualized himself 
to a degree beyond its scope and freed himself from the substance of its ideals and 
be liefs.

Now what we call “bourgeois,” when regarded as an ele ment always to be found 
in human life, is nothing else than the search for a balance. It is the striving after a 
mean between the countless extremes and opposites that arise in human con duct. If 
we take any one of these coupled opposites, such as piety and profligacy, the anal-
ogy is immediately comprehen sible. It is open to a man to give himself up wholly to 
spiritual views, to seeking after God, to the ideal of saintliness. On the other hand, he 
can equally give himself up entirely to the life of instinct, to the lusts of the flesh, and 
so direct all his efforts to the attainment of momentary pleasures. The one path leads 
to the saint, to the martyrdom of the spirit and sur render to God. The other path leads 
to the profligate, to the martyrdom of the flesh, the surrender to corruption. Now it is 
between the two, in the middle of the road, that the bour geois seeks to walk. He will 
never surrender himself either to lust or to asceticism. He will never be a martyr or 
agree to his own destruction. On the contrary, his ideal is not to give up but to main-
tain his own identity. He strives neither for the saintly nor its opposite. The absolute 
is his abhorrence. He may be ready to serve God, but not by giving up the fleshpots. 
He is ready to be virtuous, but likes to be easy and com fortable in this world as well. 
In short, his aim is to make a home for himself between two extremes in a temperate 
zone without violent storms and tempests; and in this he succeeds though it be at 
the cost of that intensity of life and feeling which an extreme life affords. A man can-
not live intensely except at the cost of the self. Now the bourgeois treasures nothing 
more highly than the self (rudimentary as his may be). And so at the cost of intensity 
he achieves his own preser vation and security. His harvest is a quiet mind which he 
pre fers to being possessed by God, as he does comfort to pleasure, convenience to 
liberty, and a pleasant temperature to that deathly inner consuming fire. The bour-
geois is consequently by nature a creature of weak impulses, anxious, fearful of giv-
ing himself away and easy to rule. Therefore, he has sub stituted majority for power, 
law for force, and the polling booth for responsibility.

It is clear that this weak and anxious being, in whatever numbers he exists, can-
not maintain himself, and that qual ities such as his can play no other role in the world 
than that of a herd of sheep among free roving wolves. Yet we see that, though in 
times when commanding natures are uppermost, the bourgeois goes at once to the 
wall, he never goes under; indeed at times he even appears to rule the world. How is 
this possible? Neither the great numbers of the herd, nor vir tue, nor common sense, 
nor organization could avail to save it from destruction. No medicine in the world can 
keep a pulse beating that from the outset was so weak. Nevertheless the bourgeoisie 
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struggle against their tempta tion. They struggle as the kleptomaniac against his own 
vice. The Steppenwolf was not unfamiliar with this struggle. He had engaged in it with 
many a change of weapons. Finally, at the age of forty-seven or thereabouts, a happy 
and not unhu morous idea came to him from which he often derived some amuse-
ment. He appointed his fiftieth birthday as the day on which he might allow himself 
to take his own life. On this day, according to his mood, so he agreed with himself, it 
should be open to him to employ the emergency exit or not. Let happen to him what 
might, illness, poverty, suffering and bitterness, there was a time limit. It could not 
extend be yond these few years, months, days whose number daily di minished. And 
in fact he bore much adversity, which previ ously would have cost him severer and 
longer tortures and shaken him perhaps to the roots of his being, very much more 
easily. When for any reason it went particularly badly with him, when peculiar pains 
and penalties were added to the des olateness and loneliness and savagery of his 
life, he could say to his tormentors: “Only wait, two years and I am your master.” And 
with this he cherished the thought of the morning of his fiftieth birthday. Letters of 
congratulation would arrive, while he, relying on his razor, took leave of all his pains 
and closed the door behind him. Then gout in the joints, depression of spirits, and all 
pains of head and body could look for another victim.

It still remains to elucidate the Steppenwolf as an isolated phenomenon, in his 
relation, for example, to the bourgeois world, so that his symptoms may be traced 
to their source. Let us take as a starting point, since it offers itself, his relation to the 
bourgeoisie.

To take his own view of the matter, the Steppen wolf stood entirely outside the 
world of convention, since he had neither family life nor social ambitions. He felt him-
self to be single and alone, whether as a queer fellow and a hermit in poor health, or 
as a person removed from the com mon run of men by the prerogative of talents that 
had some thing of genius in them. Deliberately, he looked down upon the ordinary 
man and was proud that he was not one. Never theless his life in many aspects was 
thoroughly ordinary. He had money in the bank and supported poor relations. He was 
dressed respectably and inconspicuously, even though without particular care. He 
was glad to live on good terms with the police and the tax collectors and other such 
powers. Besides this, he was secretly and persistently attracted to the little bourgeois 
world, to those quiet and respectable homes with tidy gardens, irreproachable stair-
cases and their whole mod est air of order and comfort. It pleased him to set himself 
outside it, with his little vices and extravagances, as a queer fellow or a genius, but 
he never had his domicile in those provinces of life where the bourgeoisie had ceased 
to exist. He was not at ease with violent and exceptional persons or with criminals 
and outlaws, and he took up his abode always among the middle classes, with whose 
habits and standards and atmosphere he stood in a constant relation, even though it 
might be one of contrast and revolt. Moreover, he had been brought up in a provincial 
and conventional home and many of the notions and much of the examples of those 
days had never left him. In theory he had nothing whatever against the servant class, 
yet in practice it would have been beyond him to take a servant quite seriously as his 
equal. He was capable of loving the political criminal, the revolutionary or intel lectual 



God and to affirm the sinner, and vice versa, but it is not possible for either saint or 
sinner (or for any other of the unconditioned) to affirm as well that lukewarm mean, 
the bourgeois. Humor alone, that mag nificent discovery of those who are cut short in 
their calling to highest endeavor, those who falling short of tragedy are yet as rich in 
gifts as in affliction, humor alone (perhaps the most inborn and brilliant achievement 
of the spirit) attains to the impossible and brings every aspect of human existence 
within the rays of its prism. To live in the world as though it were not the world, to 
respect the law and yet to stand above it, to have possessions as though “one pos-
sessed nothing,” to re nounce as though it were no renunciation, all these favorite 
and often formulated propositions of an exalted worldly wis dom, it is in the power of 
humor alone to make efficacious.

And supposing the Steppenwolf were to succeed, and he has gifts and resources 
in plenty, in decocting this magic draught in the sultry mazes of his hell, his rescue 
would be assured. Yet there is much lacking. The possibility, the hope only are there. 
Whoever loves him and takes his part may wish him this rescue. It would, it is true, 
keep him forever tied to the bourgeois world, but his suffering would be bearable and 
productive. His relation to the bourgeois world would lose its sentimentality both in 
its love and in its hatred, and his bondage to it would cease to cause him the con-
tinual torture of shame.

To attain to this, or, perhaps it may be, to be able at last to dare the leap into the 
unknown, a Steppenwolf must once have a good look at himself. He must look deeply 
into the chaos of his own soul and plumb its depths. The riddle of his existence would 
then be revealed to him at once in all its changelessness, and it would be impossible 
for him ever after to escape first from the hell of the flesh to the comforts of a senti-
mental philosophy and then back to the blind orgy of his wolfishness. Man and wolf 
would then be compelled to recognize one another without the masks of false feeling 
and to look one another straight in the eye. Then they would either explode and sepa-
rate forever, and there would be no more Steppenwolf, or else they would come to 
terms in the dawning light of humor.

It is possible that Harry will one day be led to this latter alternative. It is pos-
sible that he will learn one day to know himself. He may get hold of one of our little 
mirrors. He may encounter the Immortals. He may find in one of our magic theaters 
the very thing that is needed to free his neglected soul. A thousand such possibili-
ties await him. His fate brings them on, leaving him no choice; for those outside of 
the bour geoisie live in the atmosphere of these magic possibilities. A mere nothing 
suffices—and the lightning strikes.

And all this is very well known to the Steppenwolf, even though his eye may 
never fall on this fragment of his inner biography. He has a suspicion of his allotted 
place in the world, a suspicion of the Immortals, a suspicion that he may meet himself 
face to face; and he is aware of the existence of that mirror in which he has such bit-
ter need to look and from which he shrinks in such deathly fear.

* * *
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prospers. Why?
The answer runs: Because of the Steppenwolves. In fact, the vital force of the 

bourgeoisie resides by no means in the qualities of its normal members, but in those 
of its extremely numerous “outsiders” who by virtue of the extensiveness and elas-
ticity of its ideals it can embrace. There is always a large number of strong and wild 
natures who share the life of the fold. Our Steppenwolf, Harry, is a characteristic 
example. He who is developed far beyond the level possible to the bourgeois, he who 
knows the bliss of meditation no less than the gloomy joys of hatred and self-hatred, 
he who despises law, virtue and common sense, is nevertheless captive to the bour-
geoisie and cannot escape it. And so all through the mass of the real bourgeoisie are 
interposed numerous layers of hu manity, many thousands of lives and minds, every 
one of whom, it is true, would have outgrown it and have obeyed the call to uncondi-
tioned life, were they not fastened to it by sentiments of their childhood and infected 
for the most part with its less intense life; and so they are kept lingering, obedi ent 
and bound by obligation and service. For with the bour geoisie the opposite of the for-
mula for the great is true: He who is not against me is with me.

If we now pause to test the soul of the Steppenwolf, we find him distinct from 
the bourgeois in the higher develop ment of his individuality—for all extreme individ-
uation turns against itself, intent upon its own destruction. We see that he had in him 
strong impulses both to be a saint and a profl igate; and yet he could not, owing to 
some weakness or in ertia, make the plunge into the untrammelled realms of space. 
The parent constellation of the bourgeoisie binds him with its spell. This is his place 
in the universe and this his bondage. Most intellectuals and most artists belong to 
the same type. Only the strongest of them force their way through the at mosphere 
of the bourgeois earth and attain to the cosmic. The others all resign themselves or 
make compromises. Despising the bourgeoisie, and yet belonging to it, they add to 
its strength and glory; for in the last resort they have to share their beliefs in order 
to live. The lives of these infinitely nu merous persons make no claim to the tragic; 
but they live un der an evil star in a quite considerable affliction; and in this hell their 
talents ripen and bear fruit. The few who break free seek their reward in the uncon-
ditioned and go down in splendor. They wear the thorn crown and their number is 
small. The others, however, who remain in the fold and from whose talents the bour-
geoisie reaps much gain, have a third kingdom left open to them, an imaginary and 
yet a sovereign world, humor. The lone wolves who know no peace, these victims of 
unceasing pain to whom the urge for tragedy has been denied and who can never 
break through the starry space, who feel themselves summoned thither and yet can-
not survive in its atmosphere—for them is reserved, provided suf fering has made 
their spirits tough and elastic enough, a way of reconcilement and an escape into 
humor. Humor has al ways something bourgeois in it, although the true bourgeois is 
incapable of understanding it. In its imaginary realm the in tricate and many-faceted 
ideal of all Steppenwolves finds its realisation. Here it is possible not only to extol 
the saint and the profligate in one breath and to make the poles meet, but to include 
the bourgeois, too, in the same affirmation. Now it is possible to be possessed by 



griev ously this illusion is shattered, it always mends again. The judge who sits over 
the murderer and looks into his face, and at one moment recognizes all the emotions 
and potential ities and possibilities of the murderer in his own soul and hears the 
murderer’s voice as his own, is at the next moment one and indivisible as the judge, 
and scuttles back into the shell of his cultivated self and does his duty and con demns 
the murderer to death. And if ever the suspicion of their manifold being dawns upon 
men of unusual powers and of unusually delicate perceptions, so that, as all genius 
must, they break through the illusion of the unity of the personality and perceive that 
the self is made up of a bundle of selves, they have only to say so and at once the 
majority puts them under lock and key, calls science to aid, establishes schizomania 
and protects humanity from the necessity of hearing the cry of truth from the lips of 
these unfortunate persons. Why then waste words, why utter a thing that every think-
ing man accepts as self-evident, when the mere utterance of it is a breach of taste? 
A man, therefore, who gets so far as making the supposed unity of the self two-fold 
is already al most a genius, in any case a most exceptional and interesting person. In 
reality, however, every ego, so far from being a unity is in the highest degree a mani-
fold world, a constel lated heaven, a chaos of forms, of states and stages, of inher-
itances and potentialities. It appears to be a necessity as imper ative as eating and 
breathing for everyone to be forced to re gard this chaos as a unity and to speak of his 
ego as though it were a one-fold and clearly detached and fixed phenomenon. Even 
the best of us shares the delusion.

The delusion rests simply upon a false analogy. As a body everyone is single, as 
a soul never. In literature, too, even in its ultimate achievement, we find this custom-
ary concern with apparently whole and single personalities. Of all literature up to our 
days the drama has been the most highly prized by writ ers and critics, and rightly, 
since it offers (or might offer) the greatest possibilities of representing the ego as a 
manifold en tity, but for the optical illusion which makes us believe that the characters 
of the play are one-fold entities by lodging each one in an undeniable body, singly, 
separately and once and for all. An artless esthetic criticism, then, keeps its highest 
praise for this so-called character-drama in which each character makes his appear-
ance unmistakably as a separate and single entity. Only from afar and by degrees 
the suspicion dawns here and there that all this is perhaps a cheap and superficial 
esthetic philosophy, and that we make a mistake in attribut ing to our great drama-
tists those magnificent conceptions of beauty that come to us from antiquity. These 
conceptions are not native to us, but are merely picked up at second hand, and it is 
in them, with their common source in the visible body, that the origin of the fiction of 
an ego, an individual, is really to be found. There is no trace of such a notion in the 
poems of ancient India. The heroes of the epics of India are not in dividuals, but whole 
reels of individualities in a series of incarna tions. And in modern times there are 
poems, in which, be hind the veil of a concern with individuality and character that is 
scarcely, indeed, in the author’s mind, the motive is to present a manifold activity of 
soul. Whoever wishes to recog nize this must resolve once and for all not to regard the 
char acters of such a poem as separate beings, but as the various facets and aspects 
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For the close of our study there is left one last fiction, a fundamental delusion to 
make clear. All interpretation, all psychology, all attempts to make things compre-
hensible, re quire the medium of theories, mythologies and lies; and a self -respecting 
author should not omit, at the close of an exposi tion, to dissipate these lies so far 
as may be in his power. If I say “above” or “below,” that is already a statement that 
re quires explanation, since an above and a below exist only in thought, only as 
abstractions. The world itself knows nothing of above or below.

So too, to come to the point, is the Steppenwolf a fiction. When Harry feels him-
self to be a were-wolf, and chooses to consist of two hostile and opposed beings, he 
is merely availing himself  of a mythological simplification. He is no were-wolf at all, 
and if we appeared to accept without scrutiny this lie which he invented for himself 
and believes in, and  tried to regard him literally as a two-fold being and a Steppen-
wolf, and so designated him, it was merely in the hope of be ing more easily under-
stood with the assistance of a delusion, which we must now endeavor to put in its 
true light.

The division into wolf and man, flesh and spirit, by means of which Harry tries 
to make his destiny more comprehen sible to himself is a very great simplification. 
It is a forcing of the truth to suit a plausible, but erroneous, explanation of that con-
tradiction which this man discovers in himself and which appears to himself to be 
the source of his by no means negligible sufferings. Harry finds in himself a human 
being, that is to say, a world of thoughts and feelings, of culture and tamed or sub-
limated nature, and besides this he finds within himself also a wolf, that is to say, a 
dark world of instinct, of savagery and cruelty, of unsublimated or raw nature. In spite 
of this apparently clear division of his being between two spheres, hostile to one 
another, he has known happy mo ments now and then when the man and the wolf for 
a short while were reconciled with one another. Suppose that Harry tried to ascertain 
in any single moment of his life, any single act, what part the man had in it and what 
part the wolf, he would find himself at once in a dilemma, and his whole  beautiful 
wolf theory would go to pieces. For there is not a single human being, not even the 
primitive Negro, not even the idiot, who is so conveniently simple that his being can 
be explained as the sum of two or three principal elements; and to explain so com-
plex a man as Harry by the artless division into wolf and man is a hopelessly childish 
attempt. Harry consists of a hundred or a thousand selves, not of two. His life oscil-
lates, as everyone’s does, not merely between two poles, such as the body and the 
spirit, the saint and the sinner, but be tween thousand and thousands.

We need not be surprised that even so intelligent and edu cated a man as Harry 
should take himself for a Steppenwolf and reduce the rich and complex organism of 
his life to a for mula so simple, so rudimentary and primitive. Man is not capable of 
thought in any high degree, and even the most spiritual and highly cultivated of men 
habitually sees the world and himself through the lenses of delusive formulas and 
artless simplifications—and most of all himself. For it ap pears to be an inborn and 
imperative need of all men to regard the self as a unit. However often and however 



like every other bourgeois ideal, is a compromise, a timid and artlessly sly experi-
ment, with the aim of cheating both the angry primal mother Nature and the trouble-
some primal father Spirit of their pressing claims, and of living in a temperate zone 
between the two of them. For this reason the bourgeois today burns as heretics and 
hangs as criminals those to whom he erects monuments tomorrow.

That man is not yet a finished creation but rather a chal lenge of the spirit; a 
distant possibility dreaded as much as it is desired; that the way towards it has only 
been covered for a very short distance and with terrible agonies and ecstasies even 
by those few for whom it is the scaffold today and the monument tomorrow—all this 
the Steppenwolf, too, sus pected. What, however, he calls the “man” in himself, as 
op posed to the wolf, is to a great extent nothing else than this very same average 
man of the bourgeois convention.

As for the way to true manhood, the way to the immor tals, he has, it is true, 
an inkling of it and starts upon it now and then for a few hesitating steps and pays 
for them with much suffering and many pangs of loneliness. But as for striv ing with 
assurance, in response to that supreme demand, to wards the genuine manhood 
of the spirit, and going the one narrow way to immortality, he is deeply afraid of it. 
He knows  too well that it leads to still greater sufferings, to proscrip tion, to the last 
renunciation, perhaps to the scaffold, and even though the enticement of immortal-
ity lies at the journey’s end, he is still unwilling to suffer all these sufferings and to 
die all these deaths. Though the goal of manhood is better known to him than to the 
bourgeois, still he shuts his eyes. He is resolved to forget that the desperate cling-
ing to the self and the desperate clinging to life are the surest way to eter nal death, 
while the power to die, to strip one’s self naked, and the eternal surrender of the self 
bring immortality with them. When he worships his favorites among the immortals, 
Mozart, perchance, he always looks at him in the long run through bourgeois eyes. 
His tendency is to explain Mozart’s per fected being, just as a schoolmaster would, 
as a supreme and special gift rather than as the outcome of his immense powers of 
surrender and suffering, of his indifference to the ideals of the bourgeois, and of his 
patience under that last extremity of loneliness which rarefies the atmosphere of the 
bourgeois world to an ice-cold ether, around those who suffer to become men, that 
loneliness of the Garden of Gethsemane.

This Steppenwolf of ours has always been aware of at least the Faustian two-fold 
nature within him. He has discov ered that the one-fold of the body is not inhabited by 
a one fold of the soul, and that at best he is only at the beginning of a long pilgrimage 
towards this ideal harmony. He would like either to overcome the wolf and become 
wholly man or to renounce mankind and at last to live wholly a wolf’s life. It may be 
presumed that he has never carefully watched a real wolf. Had he done so he would 
have seen, perhaps, that even animals are not undivided in spirit. With them, too, 
the well knit beauty of the body hides a being of manifold states and strivings. The 
wolf, too, has his abysses. The wolf, too, suffers. No, back to nature is a false track 
that leads nowhere but to suffering and despair. Harry can never turn back again and 
become wholly wolf, and could he do so he would find that even the wolf is not of 
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of a higher unity, in my opinion, of the poet’s soul. If “Faust” is treated in this way, 
Faust, Mephistopheles, Wagner and the rest form a unity and a supreme individual-
ity; and it is in this higher unity alone, not the several characters, that something of 
the true nature of the soul is revealed. When Faust, in a line immortalized among 
schoolmasters and greeted with a shudder of astonishment by the Philistine, says: 
“Two souls, alas, do dwell within my breast” he has forgotten Mephisto and a whole 
crowd of other souls that he has in his breast likewise. The Steppenwolf, too, believes 
that he bears two souls (wolf and man) in his breast and even so finds his breast dis-
agreeably cramped be cause of them. The breast and the body are indeed one, but 
the souls that dwell in it are not two, nor five, but countless in number. Man is an 
onion made up of a hundred integuments, a texture made up of many threads. The 
ancient Asiatics knew this well enough, and in the Buddhist Yoga an exact technique 
was devised for unmasking the illusion of the personal ity. The human merry-go-round 
sees many changes: the il lusion that cost India the efforts of thousands of years to 
unmask is the same illusion that the West has labored just as hard to maintain and 
strengthen.

If we consider the Steppenwolf from this standpoint it will be clear to us why 
he suffered so much under his ludi crous dual personality. He believes, like Faust, 
that two souls are far too many for a single breast and must tear the breast asunder. 
They are on the contrary far too few, and Harry does shocking violence to his poor 
soul when he endeavors to apprehend it by means of so primitive an image. Although 
he is a most cultivated person, he proceeds like a savage that can not count further 
than two. He calls himself part wolf, part man, and with that he thinks he has come 
to an end and ex hausted the matter. With the “man” he packs in everything spiritual 
and sublimated or even cultivated to be found in himself, and with the wolf all that is 
instinctive, savage and chaotic. But things are not so simple in life as in our thoughts, 
nor so rough and ready as in our poor idiotic language; and Harry lies about himself 
twice over when he employs this niggardly wolf theory. He assigns, we fear, whole 
provinces of his soul to the “man” which are a long way from being human, and parts 
of his being to the wolf that long ago have left the wolf behind.

Like all men Harry believes that he knows very well what man is and yet does 
not know at all, although in dreams and other states not subject to control he often 
has his suspicions. If only he might not forget them, but keep them, as far as pos-
sible at least, for his own. Man is not by any means of fixed and enduring form (this, 
in spite of suspicions to the contrary on the part of their wise men, was the ideal of 
the ancients). He is much more an experiment and a transition. He is nothing else 
than the narrow and perilous bridge between nature and spirit. His innermost des-
tiny drives him on to the spirit and to God. His innermost longing draws him back to 
nature, the mother. Between the two forces his life hangs tremulous and irresolute. 
“Man,” whatever people think of him, is never anything more than a temporary bour-
geois compromise. Con vention rejects and bans certain of the more naked instincts, 
a little consciousness, morality and debestialization is called for, and a modicum of 
spirit is not only permitted but even thought necessary. The “man” of this concordat, 



that bites is wolf and that fox, dragon, tiger, ape and bird of paradise are there also. 
And he cannot see that this whole world, this Eden and its manifestations of beauty 
and terror, of greatness and meanness, of strength and tenderness is crushed and 
imprisoned by the wolf legend just as the real man in him is crushed and imprisoned 
by that sham existence, the bourgeois.

Man designs for himself  a garden with a hundred kinds of trees, a thousand 
kinds of flowers, a hundred kinds of fruit and vegetables. Suppose, then, that the 
gardener of this gar den knew no other distinction than between edible and in edible, 
nine-tenths of this garden would be useless to him. He would pull up the most 
enchanting flowers and hew down the noblest trees and even regard them with a 
loathing and envi ous eye. This is what the Steppenwolf does with the thousand flow-
ers of his soul. What does not stand classified as either man or wolf he does not see 
at all.  And consider all that he imputes to “man”! All that is cowardly and apish, stu-
pid and mean—while to the wolf, only because he has not succeeded in making him-
self its master, is set down all that is strong and noble.

Now we bid Harry goodbye and leave him to go on his way alone. Were he 
already among the immortals, were he al ready there at the goal to which his difficult 
path seems to be taking him, with what amazement he would look back to all this 
coming and going, all this indecision and wild zig-zag trail. With what a mixture of 
encouragement and blame, pity and joy, he would smile at this Steppenwolf.
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primeval simplicity, but already a creature of manifold complexity. Even the wolf has 
two, and more than two, souls in his wolf’s breast, and he who desires to be a wolf 
falls into the same forgetfulness as the man who sings: “If I could be a child once 
more!” He who sentimen tally sings of blessed childhood is thinking of the return to 
nature and innocence and the origin of things, and has quite forgotten that these 
blessed children are beset with conflict and complexities and capable of all suffering.

There is, in fact, no way back either to the wolf or to the child. From the very 
start there is no innocence and no single ness. Every created thing, even the simplest, 
is already guilty, already multiple, has been thrown into the muddy stream of being 
and may never more swim back again to its source. The way to innocence, to the 
uncreated and to God leads on, not back, not back to the wolf or to the child, but ever 
further into sin, ever deeper into human life. Nor will suicide really solve your prob-
lem, unhappy Steppenwolf. You will, instead, em bark on the longer and wearier and 
harder road of life. You will have to multiply many times your two-fold being and com-
plicate your complexities still further. Instead of narrow ing your world and simplifying 
your soul, you will have to absorb more and more of the world and at last take all of it 
up in your painfully expanded soul, if you are ever to find peace. This is the road that 
Buddha and every great man has gone, whether consciously or not, insofar as fortune 
favored his quest. All births mean separation from the All, the con finement within 
limitation, the separation from God, the pangs of being born ever anew. The return 
into the All, the dissolution of painful individuation, the reunion with God means the 
expansion of the soul until it is able once more to embrace the All.

We are not dealing here with man as he is known to economics and statistics, 
as he is seen thronging the streets by the million, and of whom no more account can 
be made than of the sand of the sea or the spray of its waves. We are not con cerned 
with the few millions less or more. They are a stock-in- trade, nothing else. No we are 
speaking of man in the highest sense, of the end of the long road to true manhood, 
of kingly men, of the immortals. Genius is not so rare as we sometimes think; nor, 
certainly, so frequent as may appear from history books or, indeed, from the news-
papers. Harry has, we should say, genius enough to attempt the quest of true man-
hood instead of discoursing pitifully about his stupid Steppenwolf at every difficulty 
encountered.

It is as much a matter for surprise and sorrow that men of such possibilities 
should fall back on Steppenwolves and “Two souls, alas” as that they reveal so often 
that pitiful love for the bourgeoisie. A man who can understand Buddha and has 
an intuition of the heaven and hell of humanity ought not to live in a world ruled by 
“common sense” and democracy and bour geois standards. It is only from cowardice 
that he lives in it; and when its dimensions are too cramping for him and the bour-
geois parlor too confining, he lays it at the wolf’s door, and refuses to see that the 
wolf is as often as not the best part of him. All that is wild in himself he calls wolf and 
considers it wicked and dangerous and the bugbear of all decent life. He cannot see, 
even though he thinks himself an artist and possessed of delicate perceptions, that a 
great deal else exists in him besides and behind the wolf. He cannot see that not all 

Hermann Hesse
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“Art is continually haunted by the animal.”
   
   
   
   
Deleuze + Guattari



Kitsch is vicarious experience and faked sensations. Kitsch changes according to 
style, but remains always the same. Kitsch pretends to demand nothing of its custom-
ers except their money—not even their time.

Clement Greenberg, Avant-Garde and Kitsch (1939)

What, then, is kitsch? Can we be content with saying vaguely 
that it is bad art—artistic or literary rubbish, as its immedi-
ate etymology would suggest? Or should we favor the notion 
that kitsch is primarily false art and, therefore, to be judged in 
relation to such intriguing categories of falsehood as the coun-
terfeit, forgery, or lie? And, if the relationship between kitsch 
and falsehood is admitted, how can this relationship account 
for the widespread view that kitsch is just a synonym for “bad 
taste”? And then what is bad taste? Is kitsch as bad taste to 
be discussed mostly in aesthetic terms or should it rather be 
conceived sociologically as a kind of ideological diversion? 
And, viewed as falsehood and diversion, does not kitsch also 
demand to be considered ethically? And, if the ethical approach 
is justified, can one not go further and conceive of kitsch theo -
lo gically, as a manifestation of sin to be blamed, ultimately, on 
the influence of the devil?

Boyce, Portrait of a Setter Dog Kitsch

Photograph by Thomas Eakin 1880-90 Matei Calinescu, Five Faces of Modernity: Modernism, Avant-garde, 
Decadence, Kitsch, Postmodernism, Duke University Press, Durham 1987.



Cats are not important

Photograph: Terry Gillian





Steve Baker, Animal Rights and Wrongs, in Tate (The Art Magazine), Issue 26, Autumn 2001.

In 1976, Carolee Schneemann staged a revised version of her performance 
“Up to and Including Her Limits” at The Kitchen in New York. At one end of 
the space the artist swung from a harness creating drawings on the paper-
covered floor and walls around her, while a live video relay at the opposite 
end of the room left viewers to shift at will between the performance and 
its representation. 
Projected on another wall was a loop of her film “Kitch’s Last Meal.” But 
her cat Kitch had died the day before this particular event, and the dead 
body was carefully laid out a short distance from the artist. One of the 
extraordinary strengths of a previously unpublished photograph is the 
counterpoint it establishes between artist and animal, turning the perfor-
mance into an improvised memorial, the acting-out of the artist’s mourning 
for the cat who had featured in some of her filmmaking and of whom she 
would later movingly write that her “steady focus enabled me to consider 
her regard as an aperture in motion.” Here Schneemann renders acutely 
visible the cat who had, in turn, taught her a particular way of seeing the 
world. The point may be an obvious one, but 

 Kitch’s presence is in no way diminished 
by her lack of life.



Three Stages of Woman

During his convalescence at Dr. Jacobson’s clinic in Munich in 1908, Edvard Munch 
wrote a prose-poem, a symbolic fable in French, entitled Alpha and Omega, and illus-
trated it with eighteen (other sources say twenty-two) lithographs and vignettes. Alpha 
and Omega is consistent with the pessimistic assessment of the male-female relation-
ship of both Munch and the Swedish writer/poet August Strindberg. Munch first ex-
plored its motifs as early as 1896. He wrote about this cycle of prints that it “seriously 
and jokingly tells the eternally recurring story, that we ludicrously have to experience 
anew constantly.” It represents a kind of testimony to woman’s infidelity, her need to 
copulate with whoever or whatever is available, so Munch believed, in order that the 
race be preserved. In Alpha and Omega, the woman wakes an innocent Alpha, who 
loves Omega, as they sit silently observing the moon reflecting in the water or as they 
walk into the depths of a forest on the island they inhabit. Omega’s sensual drive for 
procreation, however, causes her to seek additional company from the animals of the 
island: a snake, a bear, a hyena, a tiger, a deer and a pig. Omega rides off on the back 
of the deer, leaving Alpha alone and melancholy on the beach, where one day Omega’s 
bastard children appear with human faces and animal bodies, and Alpha reacts in 
despair as sky and sea turn the colour of blood. When the deer brings Omega back, 
Alpha kills her; on her dead face is the expression of the loving woman, then Alpha is 
killed by her children and the animals. (Full story to follow) 

Strindberg wrote in his diary in 1897: “What is Woman?  
The enemy of friendship, the inevitable scourge, the necessary 
evil, the natural temptation, the longed for misfortune, a never-
ending source of tears, the poor masterpiece of creation in an 
aspect of dazzling white. Since the first woman contracted with 
the devil, shall not her daughters do the same? Just as she was 
created from a crooked rib, so is her entire nature crooked and 
warped and inclined to evil.” 

Edvard Munch + August Strindberg
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Edvard Munch

Alpha and Omega, a series of 18 lithographs, created by Munch in 1909.
It is the pessimistic story of the life and death of the first and the last human being. 

Alpha + Omega

Alpha and Omega were the first human inhabitants of the 
island. Alpha lay on the grass and slept and dreamed; Omega 
broke off a fernstalk and tickled him so that he awoke. 

Alpha loved Omega. They sat clasped together in the evening 
and watched the golden pillar of the moon in the shimmering 
sea.

They walked in the forest, and in the forest there were many 
strange animals and plants; it was dark in the forest, but many 
small flowers grew there. Once Omega took fright, and threw 
herself into Alpha’s arms. For many days there was only sun-
shine on the island. One day Omega was lying in the sunshine at 
the edge of the forest. Alpha was sitting in the shade somewhat 
deeper within the forest. Then an enormous cloud formed and 
floated overhead casting its shadow over the island.

Alpha called to Omega, but Omega did not answer; then Alpha 
saw that she was holding the head of a serpent and gazing into 
its eyes, a huge serpent which had emerged from the ferns and 
reared up its body; suddenly the rain poured down and AIpha 
and Omega were filled with terror.



Alpha + OmegaEdvard Munch

When Alpha encountered the serpent in the field one day he 
fought and killed it, while Omega looked on from the distance.

One day she met the bear. Omega quivered when she felt the 
soft fur against her body, and when she placed her arm round 
the animal’s neck it sank into the bear’s soft coat.

Omega encountered a poet hyena with a shabby coat. Her  
usual words of love left him unmoved, whereupon she fash-
ioned a laurel wreath with her small soft hands and crowned 
him, leaning her face against his discontented head.

The tiger came and brought his savage head close to Omega’s 
small, enchanting face. She was not afraid; she let her small 
hand rest in the tiger’s jaws and stroked his teeth.

When the tiger met the bear, he caught the scent of Omega 
which emanated from the pale apple blossom which Omega 
loved most and which she kissed every morning when the sun 
rose high in the heavens. The tiger and the bear fought and tore 
each other to pieces.

As on a chessboard, the position of the figures suddenly chang-
es and Omega clings fast to Alpha; curiously and without under-
standing, the animals crane their necks and look on.



Edvard Munch Alpha + Omega

Omega’s eyes used to change their colour. On ordinary days 
they were bright blue, but when she looked at her lover they 
turned black flecked with scarlet and then it could happen that 
she would conceal her mouth behind a flower. Omega’s humour 
changed; one day Alpha noticed her sitting on the beach kiss-
ing a donkey which lay on her lap. Alpha then brought an ostrich 
and bent his head over the bird’s neck, but Omega did not look 
up from her favourite pursuit of kissing. Omega felt sad because 
she could not possess all the animals of the island; she sat 
down on the grass and wept violently. Then she rose, wandered 
round the island in her distress, and met the pig. She knelt 
down and concealed her body in her long black hair and she and 
the pig gazed at one another.

Omega was sorrowful and one night when the gold pillar of the 
moon was again reflected in the water, she fled on the back of 
a deer across the sea to the bright green country beyond the 
moon, while Alpha remained alone on the island. One day her 
children came to him; a new generation had grown up on the 
island; they called him “father”. They were small pigs, small 
snakes, small monkeys and small wild beasts of prey and other 
half human monsters. He was in despair.

He ran beside the sea. Heaven and earth were the colour of 
blood. He heard screams in the air and covered his ears. Earth, 
heaven and ocean trembled and a terrible fear possessed him.



One day the deer brought Omega back.

Alpha was sitting on the shore and she came towards him. 
Alpha felt the blood singing in his ears. The muscles of his body 
swelled and he struck Omega and killed her. When he bent over 
her body, he was shocked to see the expression on her face. It 
was the same expression that she had worn at that moment in 
the forest when he had loved her most.

While he was engaged in contemplating her, he was attacked 
from behind by all her progeny and they and the animals of the 
island tore him to pieces. 

The new generation peopled the island.

Alpha + OmegaEdvard Munch

J.P. Hodin, Edward Munch, Themes and Hudson Ltd., London, 1972.
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Hoofs sang,
stamping the ground:
“Grot,
Grand,
Grit,
Groomed,”
Ice-shoed, 
wind-hounded,
the street 
skidded underfoot.
Suddenly, 
a horse slumped on its croup.
At once, 
all those drifters flared-trousered 
gathered in force.
Laughter spilled and spouted: 
“A horse tumbled! 
Look at the horse!”
The Kuznétsky* rumbled.
Only I 
didn’t join my voice in the sneering. 
I came nearer 

and saw 
the eye of the horse…
The street, tipped over, 
continued on its course…
I came nearer 

and saw 
a large tear 

roll down the muzzle, 
glisten 

and disappear…
And some sort of fellow animal pain 
splashed out of me 
and flowed in whispering: 
“Horse, please…
Horse, listen, 
why should you think you are any worse? 

Vladimir Mayakovsky

*Moscow street

Concern for Horses



Concern for Horses

Darling, 
we are all 

essentially horses, 
each and every one of us is something of a horse.” 
Maybe 

the old one 
didn’t need my comfort, 

maybe 
my thought 

was too effete, 
only the horse tried hard, 

neighed loud, 
rose to its feet, 

and made a start. 
Its tail playing 

in glittering coat, 
it trotted indomitably toward its stall. 
It suddenly felt 

it was still a colt 
and life was definitely worth living again.

Vladimir Mayakovsky, Listen! Early Poems 1913–1918, Translated by Maria Enzensberger/Foreword by Elaine Feinstein,  
City Lights Books (Pocket Poets series no. 47, San Francisco, 1991. 







Franz Kafka

Diversions or Proof that it’s Impossible to Live

And now—with a flourish, as though it were not the first time—I leapt onto the  
shoulders of my acquaintance, and by digging my fists into his back I urged him into 
a trot. But since he stumped forward rather reluctantly and sometimes even stopped, 
I kicked him in the belly several times with my boots, to make him more lively. It 
worked and we came fast enough into the interior of a vast but as yet unfinished 
landscape.

The road on which I was riding was stony and rose considerably, but just this I liked 
and I let it become still stonier and steeper. As soon as my acquaintance stumbled I 
pulled him up by the collar and the moment he sighed I boxed his head. In doing so I 
felt how healthy this ride in the good air was for me, and in order to make him wilder I 
let a strong wind blow against us in long gusts.

Now I even began to exaggerate my jumping movements on my acquaintance’s broad 
shoulders, and gripping his neck tight with both hands I bent my head far back and 
contemplated the many and various clouds which, weaker than I, sailed clumsily with 
the wind. I laughed and trembled with courage. My coat spread out and gave me 
strength. I pressed my hands hard to gether and in doing so happened to make my 
acquaintance choke. Only when the sky became gradually hidden by the branches of 
the trees, which I let grow along the road, did I come to myself.

“I don’t know,” I cried without a sound, “I really don’t know. If nobody comes, then 
nobody comes. I have done nobody any harm, nobody has done me any harm, but 
nobody will help me. A pack of nobodies. But it isn’t quite like that. It’s just that 
no body helps me, otherwise a pack of nobodies would be nice, I would rather like 
(what do you think?) to go on an excursion with a pack of nobodies. Into the moun-
tains, of course, where else? Just look at these nobodies pushing each other, all these 
arms stretched across or hooked into one another, these feet sep arated by tiny steps! 
Everyone in frock coats, needless to say. We walk along so happily, a fine wind is 
whistling through the gaps made by us and our limbs. In the mountains our throats 
be come free. It’s a wonder we don’t break into song.”

Then my acquaintance collapsed, and when I examined him I discovered that he was 
badly wounded in the knee. Since he could no longer be of any use to me, I left him 
there on the stones without much regret and whistled down a few vultures which, 
obediently and with serious beaks, settled down on him in order to guard him.

Franz Kafka, Description of a Struggle(excerpt), in The Complete Stories, Schoken Books, New York, 1976.





MR. JONES, of the Manor Farm, had  
locked the hen-houses for the night, but was too drunk to remember to shut the 
popholes. With the ring of light from his lantern dancing from side to side, he 
lurched across the yard, kicked off his boots at the back door, drew himself a last 
glass of beer from the barrel in the scullery, and made his way up to bed, where 
Mrs. Jones was already snoring. 
As soon as the light in the bedroom went out there was a stirring and a flutter-
ing all through the farm buildings. Word had gone round during the day that old 
Major, the prize Middle White boar, had had a strange dream on the previous  
night and wished to communicate it to the other animals. It had been agreed  
that they should all meet in the big barn as soon as Mr. Jones was safely out of  
the way. Old Major (so he was always called, though the name under which he  
had been exhibited was Willingdon Beauty) was so highly regarded on the farm 
that everyone was quite ready to lose an hour’s sleep in order to hear what he  
had to say. 

George Orwell, Animal Farm, Chapter 1



Animal Farm

George Orwell, Animal Farm (Chapter 1)

George Orwell



“Comrades, you have heard already about the strange dream 
that I had last night. But I will come to the dream later. I have 
something else to say first. I do not think, comrades, that I shall 
be with you for many months longer, and before I die, I feel it my 
duty to pass on to you such wisdom as I have acquired. I have had 
a long life, I have had much time for thought as I lay alone in my 
stall, and I think I may say that I understand the nature of life on 
this earth as well as any animal now living. It is about this that I 
wish to speak to you.
 “Now, comrades, what is the nature of this life of ours? Let us 
face it: our lives are miserable, laborious, and short. We are born, 
we are given just so much food as will keep the breath in our bod-
ies, and those of us who are capable of it are forced to work to the 
last atom of our strength; and the very instant that our useful-
ness has come to an end we are slaughtered with hideous cruelty. 
No animal in England knows the meaning of happiness or leisure 
after he is a year old. No animal in England is free. The life of an 
animal is misery and slavery: that is the plain truth. 
 “But is this simply part of the order of nature? Is it because 
this land of ours is so poor that it cannot afford a decent life to 
those who dwell upon it? No, comrades, a thousand times no! The 
soil of England is fertile, its climate is good, it is capable of afford-
ing  
food in abundance to an enormously greater number of animals 
than now inhabit it. This single farm of ours would support a 
dozen horses, twenty cows, hundreds of sheep-and all of them liv-
ing in a comfort and a dignity that are now almost beyond our 
imagining. Why then do we continue in this miserable condition? 
Because nearly the whole of the produce of our labour is stolen 
from us by human beings. There, comrades, is the answer to all 
our problems. It is summed up in a single word—Man. Man is the 
only real enemy we have. Remove Man from the scene, and the 
root cause of hunger and overwork is abolished for ever. 
 “Man is the only creature that consumes without producing. 
He does not give milk, he does not lay eggs, he is too weak to pull 
the plough, he cannot run fast enough to catch rabbits.

Animal Farm

All the animals were now pres-
ent except Moses, the tame 
raven, who slept on a perch 
behind the back door. When 
Major saw that they had all 
made themselves comfortable 
and were waiting attentive-
ly, he cleared his throat and 
began:

George Orwell
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Yet he is lord of all the animals. He sets them to work, he gives 
back to them the bare minimum that will prevent them from 
starving, and the rest he keeps for himself. Our labour tills the 
soil, our dung fertilises it, and yet there is not one of us that owns 
more than his bare skin. You cows that I see before me, how many 
thousands of gallons of milk have you given during this last year? 
And what has happened to that milk which should have been 
breeding up sturdy calves? Every drop of it has gone down the 
throats of our enemies. And you hens, how many eggs have you 
laid in this last year, and how many of those eggs ever hatched 
into chickens? The rest have all gone to market to bring in money 
for Jones and his men. And you, Clover, where are those four 
foals you bore, who should have been the support and pleasure 
of your old age? Each was sold at a year old—you will never see 
one of them again. In return for your four confinements and all 
your labour in the fields, what have you ever had except your bare 
rations and a stall? 
 “And even the miserable lives we lead are not allowed to reach 
their natural span. For myself I do not grumble, for I am one 
of the lucky ones. I am twelve years old and have had over four 
hundred children. Such is the natural life of a pig. But no animal 
escapes the cruel knife in the end. You young porkers who are sit-
ting in front of me, every one of you will scream your lives out at 
the block within a year. To that horror we all must come—cows, 
pigs, hens, sheep, everyone. Even the horses and the dogs have no 
better fate. You, Boxer, the very day that those great muscles of 
yours lose their power, Jones will sell you to the knacker, who will 
cut your throat and boil you down for the foxhounds. As for the 
dogs, when they grow old and toothless, Jones ties a brick round 
their necks and drowns them in the nearest pond. 
 “Is it not crystal clear, then, comrades, that all the evils of this 
life of ours spring from the tyranny of human beings? Only 
get rid of Man, and the produce of our 
labour would be our own. Almost over-
night we could become rich and free. 
What then must we do? 

George Orwell

Adrien Tournachon (Nadar’s brother), Dutch Cow at the Concours Agricole du Champs de Mars 1855.



 “Why, work night and day, body and soul, for the overthrow of 
the human race! That is my message to you, comrades: Rebellion! 
I do not know when that Rebellion will come, it might be in a 
week or in a hundred years, but I know, as surely as I see this 
straw beneath my feet, that sooner or later justice will be done. 
Fix your eyes on that, comrades, throughout the short remainder 
of your lives! And above all, pass on this message of mine to those 
who come after you, so that future generations shall carry on the 
struggle until it is victorious. 
 “And remember, comrades, your resolution must never fal-
ter. No argument must lead you astray. Never listen when they 
tell you that Man and the animals have a common interest, that 
the prosperity of the one is the prosperity of the others. It is all 
lies. Man serves the interests of no creature except himself. And 
among us animals let there be perfect unity, perfect comradeship 
in the struggle. All men are enemies. All animals are comrades.” 
At this moment there was a tremendous uproar. While Major was 
speaking four large rats had crept out of their holes and were sit-
ting on their hindquarters, listening to him. The dogs had sud-
denly caught sight of them, and it was only by a swift dash for 
their holes that the rats saved their lives. Major raised his trotter 
for silence. 
 “Comrades,” he said, “here is a point that must be settled. The 
wild creatures, such as rats and rabbits—are they our friends or 
our enemies? Let us put it to the vote. I propose this question to 
the meeting: Are rats comrades?” 
The vote was taken at once, and it was agreed by an overwhelm-
ing majority that rats were comrades. There were only four dis-
sentients, the three dogs and the cat, who was afterwards discov-
ered to have voted on both sides. Major continued: 
 “I have little more to say. I merely repeat, remember always 
your duty of enmity towards Man and all his ways. Whatever goes 
upon two legs is an enemy. Whatever goes upon four legs, or has 

wings, is a friend. And remember also that in 
fighting against Man, we must not 
come to resemble him.

Animal Farm
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 “Even when you have conquered him, do not adopt his vices. No animal 
must ever live in a house, or sleep in a bed, or wear clothes, or drink alcohol, 
or smoke tobacco, or touch money, or engage in trade. All the habits of Man 
are evil. And, above all, no animal must ever tyrannise over his own kind. 
Weak or strong, clever or simple, we are all brothers. No animal must ever 
kill any other animal. All animals are equal. 
 “And now, comrades, I will tell you about my dream of last 
night. I cannot describe that dream to you. It was a dream of the 
earth as it will be when Man has vanished. But it reminded me 
of something that I had long forgotten. Many years ago, when I 
was a little pig, my mother and the other sows used to sing an old 
song of which they knew only the tune and the first three words. 
I had known that tune in my infancy, but it had long since passed 
out of my mind. Last night, however, it came back to me in my 
dream. And what is more, the words of the song also came back—
words, I am certain, which were sung by the animals of long ago 
and have been lost to memory for generations. I will sing you that 
song now, comrades. I am old and my voice is hoarse, but when I 
have taught you the tune, you can sing it better for yourselves. It 
is called Beasts of England.”
 Old Major cleared his throat and began to sing. As he had 
said, his voice was hoarse, but he sang well enough, and it was a 
stirring tune, something between Clementine and La Cucaracha. 
The words ran: 
  Beasts of England, beasts of Ireland, 
  Beasts of every land and clime, 
  Hearken to my joyful tidings 
  Of the golden future time. 

  Soon or late the day is coming, 
  Tyrant Man shall be o’erthrown, 
  And the fruitful fields of England 
  Shall be trod by beasts alone. 
  
  Rings shall vanish from our noses, 
  And the harness from our back, 
  Bit and spur shall rust forever, 
  Cruel whips no more shall crack. 



George Orwell

  Riches more than mind can picture, 
  Wheat and barley, oats and hay, 
  Clover, beans, and mangel-wurzels 
  Shall be ours upon that day. 

  Bright will shine the fields of England, 
  Purer shall its waters be, 
  Sweeter yet shall blow its breezes 
  On the day that sets us free. 

  For that day we all must labour, 
  Though we die before it break; 
  Cows and horses, geese and turkeys, 
  All must toil for freedom’s sake. 

  Beasts of England, beasts of Ireland, 
  Beasts of every land and clime, 
  Hearken well and spread my tidings 
  Of the golden future time.
 The singing of this song 
threw the animals into the wildest excitement. Almost before 
Major had reached the end, they had begun singing it for them-
selves. Even the stupidest of them had already picked up the tune 
and a few of the words, and as for the clever ones, such as the pigs 
and dogs, they had the entire song by heart within a few minutes. 
And then, after a few preliminary tries, the whole farm burst out 
into Beasts of England in tremendous unison. 
 The cows lowed it, the dogs whined 
it, the sheep bleated it, the horses whinnied it, the ducks quacked it. They were so delighted 
with the song that they sang it right through five times in succession, and might have con-
tinued singing it all night if they had not been interrupted. 
 Unfortunately, the uproar awoke Mr. Jones, who sprang out of bed, making sure that 
there was a fox in the yard. He seized the gun which always stood in a corner of his bedroom, 
and let fly a charge of number 6 shot into the darkness. The pellets buried themselves in 
the wall of the barn and the meeting broke up hurriedly. Everyone fled to his own sleeping-
place. The birds jumped on to their perches, the animals settled down in the straw, and the 
whole farm was asleep in a moment.





À la fin des années quatre-vingt, Rob Kovitz a mis au point, avec son 
« œuvre-citation » intitulée Pig City Farm, un « non-projet » conçu comme 
une machine de guerre contre le projet architectural en tant que tel. II y  
critiquait la tradition du « projet unitaire de construction » qu’il considère 
comme « une sorte d’utopie ». * Son livre, un vademecum technique et  
pratique de l’élevage intensif des porcs, est un « anti-projet » tournant en 
dérision et mettant en accusation le projet comme utopie, qui a fourni à  
l’architecture moderne des temps héroïques son véhicule favori. II en 
dénonce l’obsolescence et soutient que sa (ou  ses) convention(s) devraient 
faire l’objet d’une rénovation radicale,  voire d’une révolution. Au lieu de 
reprendre la tradition formelle du projet et de la vider de tout contenu, Pig 
City Farm renonce à l’unité de conception au profit d’une présentation  
sous forme de lexique. L’information s’y trouve simplement accumulée, et 
l’exposition du sujet y est conduite de manière obsessionnelle.

*Rob Kovitz, Pig City Farm, Princeton Architectural Press, 1992, 
et recension de CedreicPrice, A A Files 26,1993, pp. 99-101.

Marie-Paule MacDonald, Matérialisations: production de masse, espace public et convention architec-
turale dans l’œuvre de Dan Graham, in Dan Graham, Éditions Dis Voir, Paris, 1995.
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Slaughterhouse

The slaughterhouse is linked to religion insofar as the temples 
of by-gone eras (not to mention those of the Hindus in our own 
day) served two purposes: they were used both for prayer and 
for killing. The result (and this judgment is confirmed by the 
chaotic aspect of present-day slaughterhouses) was certainly a 
disturbing convergence of the mysteries of myth and the omi-
nous grandeur typical of those places in which blood flows. In 
America, curiously enough, W. B. Seabrook has expressed an 
intense regret; observing that the orgiastic life has survived, but 
that the sacrificial blood is not part of the cocktail mix, he finds 
present custom insipid. In our time, nevertheless, the slaugh-
terhouse is cursed and quarantined like a plague-ridden ship. 
Now, the victims of this curse are neither butchers nor beasts, 
but those same good folk who countenance, by now, only their 
own unseemliness, an unseemliness commensurate with an un-
healthy need of cleanliness, with irascible meanness, and bore-
dom. The curse (terrifying only to those who utter it) leads them 
to vegetate as far as possible from the slaughterhouse, to exile 
themselves, out of propriety, to a flabby world in which nothing 
fearful remains and in which, subject to the ineradicable obses-
sion of shame, they are reduced to eating cheese.

1929

Georges Bataille
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Rosalind Krauss, et al. Georges Bataille: Writings on Laughter, Sacrifice, Nietzsche, Un-Knowing, translation Annette 
Michelson, in October No. 39, The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachussetts and London, England, Spring 1986. 
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Elioth Gruner (Australian/1882-1939), Spring Frost, 1919 (postcard Art Gallery of New South Wales)
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Burning carcasses in Scotland during Foot-and-Mouth Crisis, Associated Press Photo



“In the lives of animals, things, good or bad, just happen.”
        —J.M. Coetzee, The Lives of Animals, 1999.



The Lives of Animals

11 John Berger: “Nowhere in a zoo can a stranger encounter the look of an animal. At the most, the animal’s gaze flickers and passes 
on. They look sideways. They look blindly beyond. They scan mechanically . . . . That look between animal and man, which may have 
played a crucial role in the development of human society, and with which, in any case, all men had always lived until less than a cen-
tury ago, has been extinguished.” About Looking, Pantheon, New York: 1980, 26.

“What is it like to be a bat? Before we can answer such a ques tion, Nagel suggests, 
we need to be able to experience bat-life through the sense-modalities of a bat. But 
he is wrong; or at least he is sending us down a false trail. To be a living bat is to 
be full of being; being fully a bat is like being fully human, which is also to be full of 
being. Bat-being in the first case, human-being in the second, maybe; but those are 
secondary considerations. To be full of being is to live as a body-soul. One name for 
the experience of full being is joy.
 “To be alive is to be a living soul. An animal—and we are all animals—is an 
embodied soul. This is precisely what Descartes saw and, for his own reasons, chose 
to deny. An animal lives, said Descartes, as a machine lives. An animal is no more 
than the mechanism that constitutes it; if it has a soul, it has one in the same way 
that a machine has a battery, to give it the spark that gets it going; but the animal is 
not an embodied soul, and the quality of its being is not joy.
 “‘Cogito ergo sum,’ he also famously said. It is a formula I have always been 
uncomfortable with. It implies that a living being that does not do what we call think-
ing is somehow second-class. To thinking, cogitation, I oppose fullness, embodied-
ness, the sensation of being—not a consciousness of yourself as a kind of ghostly 
reasoning machine thinking thoughts, but on the con trary the sensation—a heavily 
affective sensation—of being a body with limbs that have extension in space, of 
being alive to the world. This fullness contrasts starkly with Descartes’s key state, 
which has an empty feel to it: the feel of a pea rattling around in a shell.
 “Fullness of being is a state hard to sustain in confinement. Confinement to pris-
on is the form of punishment that the West favors and does its best to impose on the 
rest of the world through the means of condemning other forms of punishment (beat-
ing, torture, mutilation, execution) as cruel and unnatural. What does this suggest to 
us about ourselves? To me it suggests that the freedom of the body to move in space 
is targeted as the point at which reason can most painfully and effectively harm the 
being of the other. And indeed it is on creatures least able to bear confine ment— 
creatures who conform least to Descartes’s picture of the soul as a pea imprisoned in 
a shell, to which further imprisonment is irrelevant—that we see the most devastat-
ing effects: in zoos, in laboratories, institutions where the flow of joy that comes from 
living not in or as a body but simply from being an embodied  being has no place.11

 “The question to ask should not be: Do we have something in common—reason, 
self-consciousness, a soul—with other ani mals? (With the corollary that, if we do not, 
then we are entitled to treat them as we like, imprisoning them, killing them, dishon-
oring their corpses.) I return to the death camps. The particular horror of the camps, 
the horror that convinces us that what went on there was a crime against humanity, 
is not that despite a hu manity shared with their victims, the killers treated them like 
lice. That is too abstract. The horror is that the killers refused to think themselves into 
the place of their victims, as did everyone else. They said, ‘It is they in those cattle-

“There is an American philosopher named Thomas Nagel,”. . . . Some 
years ago he wrote an essay called ‘What Is It Like to Be a Bat?’ which a friend sug-
gested I read. . . . Let me read to you some of what he says in answer to his question:

It will not help to try to imagine that one has webbing on one’s arms, which enables one to fly 
around. . . catching insects in one’s mouth; that one has very poor vision, and perceives the surround-
ing world by a system of reflected high-frequency sound signals; and that one spends the day hanging 
upside down by one’s feet in an attic. Insofar as I can imagine this (which is not very far), it tells me 
only what it would be like for me to behave as a bat behaves. But that is not the question. I want to 
know what it is like for a bat to be a bat. Yet if I try to imagine this, I am restricted by the resources of 
my own mind, and those resources are inadequate to the task.*

To Nagel a bat is ‘a fundamentally alien form of life’ (168), not a alien as a Martian 
(170) but less alien than another human being (particularly, one would guess, were 
that human being a fellow academic philosopher).
 “So we have set up a continuum that stretches from the Mar tian at one end to 
the bat to the dog to the ape (...) to the human being (not, however, Franz Kafka) at 
the other; and at each step as we move along the continuum from bat to man, Nagel 
says, the answer to the question ‘What is it like for X to be X?’ becomes easier to give.
 (...) When Kafka writes about an ape, I take him to be talking in the first place 
about an ape; when Nagel writes about a bat, I take him to be writing, in the first 
place, about a bat.” (...)
 “For instants at a time, (...) I know what it is like to be a corpse. The knowledge 
repels me. It fills me with terror; I shy away from it, refuse to entertain it.
 “All of us have such moments, particularly as we grow older. The knowledge we 
have is not abstract—‘All human beings are mortal, I am a human being, therefore I 
am mortal’—but em bodied. For a moment we are that knowledge. We live the impos-
sible: we live beyond our death, look back on it, yet look back as only a dead self can.
 “When I know, with this knowledge, that I am going to die, what is it, in Nagel’s 
terms, that I know? Do I know what it is like for me to be a corpse or do I know what 
it is like for a corpse to be a corpse? The distinction seems to me trivial. What I know 
is what a corpse cannot know: that it is extinct, that it knows noth ing and will never 
know anything anymore. For an instant, before my whole structure of knowledge 
collapses in panic, I am alive inside that contradiction, dead and alive at the same 
time.”(...)
 “That is the kind of thought we are capable of, we human be ings, that and even 
more, if we press ourselves or are pressed. But we resist being pressed, and rarely 
press ourselves; we think our way into death only when we are rammed into the face 
of it. Now I ask: if we are capable of thinking our own death, why on earth should we 
not be capable of thinking our way into the life of a bat?

J.M. Coetzee

* Thomas Nagel, What Is It Like to Be a Bat? in Mortal Questions, Cambridge Cambridge University Press, 1979, p. 169.
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cars rattling past.’ They did not say, ‘How would it be if it were I in that cattle-car?’ 
They did not say, ‘It is I who am in that cattle-car.’ They said, ‘It must be the dead who 
are being burnt today, making the air stink and falling in ash on my cabbages.’ They 
did not say, ‘How would it be if I were burning?’ They did not say, ‘I am burning, I am 
falling in ash.’
 “In other words, they closed their hearts. The heart is the seat of a faculty, sym-
pathy, that allows us to share at times the being of another. Sympathy has everything 
to do with the subject and little to do with the object, the ‘another,’ as we see at 
once when we think of the object not as a bat (‘Can I share the being of a bat?’ but as 
another human being. There are people who have the capacity to imagine themselves 
as someone else, there are people who have no such capacity (when the lack is 
extreme, we call them psychopaths), and there are people who have the capacity but 
choose not to exercise it.
 “Despite Thomas Nagel, who is probably a good man, despit Thomas Aquinas 
and René Descartes, with whom I have more difficulty in sympathizing, there is no 
limit to the extent to which we can think ourselves into the being of another. There 
are no bounds to the sympathetic imagination. If you want proof, consider the follow-
ing. Some years ago I wrote a book called The House on Eccles Street. To write that 
book 
I had to think my way, into the existence of Marion Bloom. Either I succeeded or I did 
not. . . . In any event, the point is, Marion Bloom never existed. Marion Bloom was 
a figment of James Joyce’s imagination. If I can think my way into the existence of a 
being who has never existed, then I can think my way into the existence of a bat or a 
chimpanzee or an oyster, any being with whom I share the substrate of life.
 “I return one last time to the places of death all around us, the places of slaugh-
ter to which, in a huge communal effort, we close our hearts. Each day a fresh holo-
caust, yet, as far as I can see, our moral being is untouched. We do not feel tainted. 
We can d anything, it seems, and come away clean.”

J.M. Coetzee

J.M. Coetzee, The Lives of Animals, Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1999.
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Metamorphosis

Man’s equivocal attitude toward the wild animal is more than usually 
absurd. Human dignity does exist (it is, apparently, above all suspicion), 
but not on one’s visits to the zoo—as when, for instance, the animals 
watch the approaching crowds of children tailed by papa-men and mama-
women. Man, despite appearances, must know that when he talks of 
human dignity in the presence of animals, he lies like a dog. For in the 
presence of illegal and essentially free beings (the only real outlaws* 
) the stupid feeling of practical superiority gives way to a most uneasy 
envy; in savages, it takes the form of the totem, and it lurks in comic dis-
guise within our grandmothers’ feathered hats. There are so many ani-
mals in this world, and so much that we have lost! The innocent cruelty; 
the opaque monstrosity of eyes scarcely distinguishable from the little 
bubbles that form on the surface of mud; the horror as integral to life as 
light is to a tree. There remain the office, the identity card, an existence 
of bitter servitude, and yet, that shrill madness which, in certain deviant 
states, borders on metamorphosis.

The obsession with metamorphosis can be defined as a violent need— 
identical, furthermore, with all our animal needs—that suddenly impels 
us to cast off the gestures and attitudes requisite to human nature. A 
man in an apartment, for example, will set to groveling before those 
around him and eat dogs’ food. There is, in every man, an animal thus 
imprisoned, like a galley slave, and there is a gate, and if we open the 
gate, the animal will rush out, like the slave finding his way to escape. 
The man falls dead, and the beast acts as a beast, with no care for the 
poetic wonder of the dead man. Thus man is seen as a prison of bureau-
cratic aspect.

1929

Georges Bataille

Rosalind Krauss, et al. Georges Bataille: Writings on Laughter, Sacrifice, Nietzsche, Un-Knowing, translation Annette 
Michelson, in October No. 39, The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachussetts and London, England, Spring 1986. Ko
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Founded by Vitaly Komar and Alex Malamid, Lampang, Thailand, November 1998.

The Elephant Art Academy
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Taronga Zoo, Sydney, Australia Palm Walk, 17th Century Oriental M.S. (postcard)



Sans un appareillage muséographique, un 
projet réduisant le document d’archives  
à sa seule exposition en vitrine est comme 
l’exposition d’un animal dans le formol de 
son musée zoologique : un animal mort. 
Et un projet mort doit connaître le sort de 
ce qui est mort : être enterré. Et ceci pour 
la paix des vivants, c’est-à-dire les visi-
teurs potentiels, à qui trop de mauvaises 
expositions ont été imposées.

Citation Kangaroos

Charles-Alexandre Lesueur (1778-1846) Cirey Kangaroos, 1790 (postcard Muséum d’Histoire naturelle, Le Havre)



Stephan Balkenhol Drawing (Invitation card)Water buffalo, Burma



Without any doubt, the difference between animal and man is grounded on the  
opposition of man to nature. But man barely surmounts the advantage that he has 
achieved. Man says of himself: “I am divine, immortal, free. . .” (or he solemnly says 
“the person”). But that is not all. Each of us naively concedes, without control, prin-
ciples taken as unassailable: we consider killing inhuman, cannibalism still more 
inhuman. . . . We ordinarily add that it is no less odious to exploit other humans. I 
oppose nothing to these principles; and I even hate those who observe them poorly 
(besides, as a rule, such people revere these principles in the degree to which they 
violate them). But this is mysticism, and it is hypocrisy. Exploitation of man by man, 
as hateful as it is, is given in humanity. Even anthropophagy, when this is the conven-
tion, coexists with the prohibition of which it is the ritual violation.

Once again, I approve of neither exploitation nor murder (and for cannibals, it goes 
without saying. . .); and I admit without having to think about it that we exploited, 
slaughtered, and ate animals.** But I am unable to doubt that these reactions are  
arbitrary. They are convenient; without them humanity would be still more base than 
it is. It is nevertheless despicable to see more than an effective and traditional atti-
tude. Thought that does not limit this arbitrariness to what it is is mystical thought.

What makes mystical humanism a platitude is the misunderstanding of the human 
specificity that it implies. It is proper to man to oppose himself to the beast in a 
movement of nausea. But the nausea that grounds us in this way does not cease: it  
is even the principle of a game animating our lives from one end to the other. Never 
are we more human than when impugning one another in horror. The propensity for 
nausea is stronger if entire peoples are in question: from that moment on, it plays 
itself out blindly! But it is a question of individuals or classes; it has precise objects. 
The opposition of one man to another in whom he perceives a foul attitude is still the 
opposition that initially opposes human to beast. It does not have the same clarity: 
henceforth it is attackable, and often founded on error. When it is contested, a new 
mode of opposition, and of disparagement, begins: now opposition has the principle 
of opposition between these different types of human for its object! If I make a final 
effort, going to the end of human possibility, I reject in the night those who, with a 
cowardice that doesn’t acknowledge itself, stopped themselves en route.

Georges Bataille

** Must the zoophilic be cited on this occasion? More important, naive men at-tribute to animals ways of being and reacting  
analogous to those of men. The be-liefs of Hindus and Buddhists grant animals souls. . . . It is a question of, if I am not mistaken, 
the inconsequence of the illogisms of childish thought and dreams. Ways of seeing such as these initially suppose the affirmation 
according to which it is evil and atrocious to treat that which we are as a thing. In this or that measure, then, an animal fictively 
receives the prerogatives of the human being, it is assimilated from the outside to that which the human being has determined

Post-Scriptum 1953
[“Post-Scriptum 1953” appeared in the 1954 reedition of Inner Experience following “Method of Meditation.”  
It was silently omitted from the English translation of Inner Experience, trans. Leslie Anne Boldt (Albany: State 
University of New York Press, 1988). Our text appears in Œuvres complètes, 5:231-34.—Trans.]

Georges Bataille





The Arts of Memory

What was the need for these strange arts of memory? Natural, unaided memory, thought the 
Renaissance scholars, is prone to confusion. The 17th-century English pirate and philosopher Kenelm 
Digby described the terrible and frustrating difficulty we often find in extracting a memory from the 
brain without such artificial training. As Digby put it, when the mind seeks an idea, 
    it shaketh again the liquid medium they all floate in, and rouseth every idea lurking in 
    remotest corners of the brain; and continueth this inquisition and motion, till it be 
    grown weary with tossing about the multitude of little inhabitants in its numerous 
    empire, and so giveth over the search, unwillingly and displeasedly.

This is why natural memory had to be supplemented or replaced. In 
the memory palaces, every idea can be kept pure and isolated. With each in its own special place, or 
at its own specific address, no memories could ever get mixed up or interfere with each other. This 
became a matter of ethics, not just a practical tool. The true memory artist would never be haunted by 
reminiscences, or troubled by the intrusion of unwanted thoughts into the calm of deliberate, tranquil 
recollection. The ideal was as optimistic, and perhaps as doomed, as Hamlet’s claim that the Ghost’s 
command would remain ‘all alone’ in his brain.

The arts of memory thus required the adepts to impose a strange kind of cognitive discipline. The pal-
ace of memory was an internal prosthesis, an artificial aid imported into the mind. By freezing the con-
tents of memory, and locking them into their separate rooms, the medieval scholars laboriously tried 
to civilize and tame their own minds, turning the chaotic dynamics of natural memory into more rigid, 
static systems, where, they hoped, thoughts about the good and the true could be branded, ‘unmix’d 
with baser matter’.

Descartes

John Sutton, December 1999

Not far into the new millennium, many of us may be taking so-called ‘smart drugs’ to improve our 
memory. There’s a long history to the idea of artificially enhancing our capacity to remember. The sci-
entist and architect Robert Hooke, who was the experimenter for the early Royal Society of London, 
took silver filings and mercury to improve the conduction of ideas along the coils of memory in his 
brain. But a range of less painful methods, which you can still find in pop psychology books, derive 
from the ancient and medieval arts of memory.

Shakespeare has the Ghost tell Hamlet a horrid, dire story about the wickedness of Hamlet’s mother 
Gertrude and his uncle Claudius. On departing, the Ghost bids Hamlet ‘remember me’! Hamlet’s 
response evokes these old memory traditions:

Hamlet: .... Remember thee? 
    Ay, thou poor ghost, whiles memory holds a seat 
    In this distracted globe. Remember thee? 
    Yea, from the table of my memory 
    I’ll wipe away all trivial fond records, 
    All saws of books, all forms, all pressures past 
    That youth and observation copied there, 
    And thy commandment all alone shall live 
    Within the book and volume of my brain, 
    Unmix’d with baser matter. ...

From Roman times, orators, monks, and scholars trained themselves in bizarre and fantastic tech-
niques known as ‘local memory’ or ‘place memory’. For instance, you would construct in your imagina-
tion a large palace. This palace has long corridors with rooms off each side. This construction gives 
you a permanent set of memory rooms, and memory locations, once you’ve internalized this building 
in your mind. Then, when you need to commit something to memory - a speech, say, or a list - you can 
mentally place in each room, on either side of the corridor, a fixed number of items to recall. In order 
to remember everything, when you’re giving your speech, you then walk in imagination down the cor-
ridors, entering each room in order, and simply reading off whatever you have previously stored there. 
For your next speech, you’d then just store new points or new thoughts in each existing room.

The art of memory sounds crazy at first: what’s the point of learning this memory palace or whatever 
as well as having to learn your speech? But the system is infinitely flexible. Once you’ve successfully 
built these locations in to your own memory architecture, you can use them for any purpose whatever. 
The art of memory in effect allows you to construct, or to turn your mind into, a truly random access 
memory system.

In other variants of the memory techniques, medieval monks used grids, plans, or theatres instead of 
memory palaces: but the principle was the same. Items in memory are rigidly ordered, inscribed in a 
kind of inner writing (in ‘the book and volume of your brain’) to be inspected only at will. As you walk 
down the corridors of your own memory palace, you are in control of your own memories, in control of 
your personal past. You are an executive, a self, quite separate from the contents of your mind.

John Sutton, December 1999



The Arts of Memory

Why love one person, not another? As a boy, Descartes loved a little girl who had a slight squint. As he 
later wrote, in the folds of memory, his traces mixed cross-eyes and love. The streams of animal spir-
its fused in his brain. This, he explained, was why he had always desired cross-eyed women without 
knowing why. But on realising that this was a trick of memory, a mere habit of the brain, the desire dis-
appeared. So, maybe, you can control your own brain?

Death, according to Descartes, is not due to the soul leaving the body. Death is only the decay of the 
organs.

He planned to bring his daughter to France in late 1640, to give her a good education. But Francine 
died of scarlet fever, in September, on the third day of her illness, her five-year-old body completely 
covered with sores. Descartes said it was the greatest sorrow of his life. You can’t just decide to forget.

According to Rene Descartes, the great French natural philosopher, memories are not fixed items per-
manently written into our brains. Instead, memories are motions, the flow of nervous fluids and animal 
spirits through the folds of the brain, or in a musician’s hands.

Descartes died in 1650, at the age of 53. A lifetime habit of staying in bed till noon had been disrupted 
by a move to Stockholm. His new patron Queen Christina was celebrating the end of the Thirty Years’ 
War. She wanted her philosophy lessons at five o’clock in the morning, and in the long Swedish winter 
Descartes contracted pneumonia. This amused his theological opponents, because Descartes had 
hoped that advances in medical theory would allow him to live more than a hundred years.

At the end of the millennium we usually remember Descartes as the ‘father of modern philosophy’. 
Isn’t he the dualist who separated mind from body? We are meant to trust Descartes when he tells us 
to throw our books away, to be suspicious of authority, to educate ourselves afresh. By tearing down 
the house of traditional belief, Descartes recommends, we can construct new and certain foundations 
on which to build up our knowledge.

But Descartes also knew that no-one can choose to forget, that we can’t just blissfully escape our ori-
gins, or the limitations of our time. We are all marked by memory, by history. And Descartes advised 
his correspondents, like Princess Elizabeth of Bohemia, not to spend too much time in deep metaphys-
ical speculations. Observation and imagination, in the midst of life, are more important than thinking.

In Amsterdam Descartes dissected the heads of various animals in order to explain memory and imagi-
nation. Beasts are machines, living statues driven only by the complex organization of their organs. It 
sounds like the death of nature, the technological urge to master and possess. Geometry and violence.

But in Descartes’ fables, these automata are self-moving machines which dream, eat, remember, feel. 
Our bodies too are full of fluids, full of animal spirits which never stop in any place. As in the whirling 
vortices which compose the cosmos, the fluids inside us circulate endlessly. What seems to be solid is 
really fluid. What seems to be empty is really full.

So how does memory work? For Descartes, there are no little images, pictures of the past somehow 
stored inside our skulls. Life’s marks are not indelible, to be recollected later at will. Our experiences 
only bend, rearrange, and refold the fibres of the brain through which nervous fluids trace their paths. 
The pineal gland in the centre of the brain sways and dances on its network of arteries. It drives the 
rushing animal spirits down the particular pores which happen to hold our flickering memory traces.

Descartes’ daughter, Francine, was conceived in Amsterdam on a Sunday, in October 1634. Her mother 
Helene was a maid in the household. He was studying the formation of the foetus. Was Francine just 
an experiment, nothing more? He called her his niece.

Hair turns white. Even machines decay. Once set in motion, Descartes knew, bodies move themselves. 
Some things won’t stay still to be measured. Memories churn away, beyond conscious control. So it’s 
not easy to live well. Morality is a change of habit: we must learn our own bodies and their games, 
applying intelligence to the reflexes.

John Sutton, December 1999



Animal Spirits

Lawrence Sterne’s great novel Tristram Shandy,was written in the mid-18th century, just before the 
animal spirits finally retreated from medicine to metaphor. At the beginning of his tale, our hero 
Tristram assures us that all our successes and miscarriages in this world depend on the animal spirits’ 
motions and activity, and the different tracks and trains you put them into. Sadly, Tristram’s own sen-
sibility is always in question, for his animal spirits have been ‘ruffled beyond description’ by certain 
unfortunate circumstances of his conception. This is not just a baroque fictional conceit, because high 
medical theory also linked reproduction and reasoning. Perhaps our psychology is tied to our erotic 
energies. As the French physician Louis de la Forge put it, ‘the spirits of the brain are directly connect-
ed to the testicles. This is why men who weary their imagination in books are less suitable for procre-
ative functions, while those who dissipate their spirits in debauching women cannot apply themselves 
to serious study.’

What carries messages around the body? How is information 
transmitted through the nervous system? What is the physical mechanism of memory? For most of 
this millennium, and indeed since the time of the ancient Greeks, most Westerners believed in ‘animal 
spirits’ running through their brains and bodies. We sometimes say that today we feel ‘in good spirits’: 
this is the barest metaphor, just the residue of a wonderfully rich old literal descriptive language of 
embodied experience.

These ‘animal spirits’ were, however, neither animals nor spirits. Instead, the animal spirits were 
fluids circulating rapidly around the nervous system between the brain and the muscles. The notion 
of animal spirits developed, like the Chinese qi, from ancient ideas of a psychic, animating breath: 
the animal spirits in our bodies were as changeable, as unpredictable as the wind. Rather like angels 
mediating between natural and supernatural realms, the animal spirits scoot around the body between 
its centre and its periphery, transmitting the commands of the will, and often distorting them too.

An 18th-century physician named Bernard Mandeville describes what happens when we try to remem-
ber something. The animal spirits, these ‘volatile messengers’, seek images from ‘the dark caverns 
of oblivion’ in the brain. They roam ‘flying through all the mazes and meanders’, they ‘rummage the 
whole substance’ of the brain, and ‘ferret through its secret places with so much eagerness that it 
makes us uneasie’.

Belief in animal spirits, then, explained the subjective confusions of our ordinary embodied mental 

life. And they connected the insides to the outside world: because of their spirituous nature, these 
nervous fluids were vulnerable to the effects of alcoholic spirits, 
to music, and, dangerously, to the intrusion of evil spirits. As Philip 
Melanchthon warned, ‘when devils occupy the heart, by their blowing they trouble the spirits in the 
heart and brain’: and in Milton’s Paradise Lost, when Satan sits ‘squat like a toad, close by the ear of 
Eve’ in the Garden, his quest to reach ‘the Organs of her Fancie’ works by trying to ‘taint/ Th’ animal 
spirits that from pure blood arise’.

These fleeting nervous fluids, wriggling out of the ventricles of the brain, through its neural networks, 
and into the body’s obscure channels, thus seemed to make sense of the openness of our minds to 
interference and influence. Mixed up with other body fluids like blood, lymph, and semen in this oddly 
dynamic premodern neurophysiology, the animal spirits were a fickle medium for memory: how could 
we keep the past in order, or control our own histories, if memory relied on these neural fluids, so 
prone to spillage and confusion?

Although the animal spirits survived in mainstream scientific physiology right through the so-called 
Scientific Revolution of the 17th century, eventually they had to disappear. As ideals of moral self-con-
trol and mental discipline began to harden towards the end of the Enlightenment, the body’s innards 
had to be tamed: talk of animal spirits too easily unified emotion and intelligence, too indiscriminately 
linked pores and passions.

John Sutton, December 1999

The Arts of Memory, John Sutton, December 1999



The glass abattoir
All the problems of being able to eat almost everything

This anxiety may have lain dormant for many centuries, our distant ancestors having 
done a good job in sorting the edible and the inedible: but we are now witnessing 
“the return, with an almost atavistic revenge. of the omnivore’s dilemma”. Health 
scares, crowing sensitivities to the treatment of animals and the natural environment, 
but above all else the sheer cornucopia of foods now readily available to people in 
developed countries, confront them. on a daily basis, with decisions to make and 
therefore to fret over. As such, the omnivore’s dilemma is only one dimension - albeit 
a peculiarly important one - of what the economic historian Avner Offer refers to in 
the title of The Challenge of Affluence (reviewed in the TLS on June 2). The sheer 
“abundance, through cheapness, variety, [and] novelty”, Offer writes. has produced 
a “shock of easy food availability” with which established “prudential strategies’* 
have been unable to cope - one whose effect has been to make a “mockery of the 
rational consumer”. (The most salient failure of prudence is, simply, the overeating 
of all this new “easy food” - something that then generates a further level of angst.) 
According to Pollan. this renewed anxiety of eating comes at a bad time. It is not just 
that “prudential strategies” have failed to keep pace with the changing world of food. 
In addition, we have witnessed the atrophy of those “stable culinary traditions”. “that 
set of rules ... we call a cuisine”, which in the past served “to mediate the omnivore’s 
dilemma”. As Aristotle would have observed, we are losing the shared virtues that 
are as crucial in the case of food as in that of sex, if people are rationally to govern 
their appetites. Sociological factors, including changes in lifestyles, working practices 
and family structures, help to explain this “gastro-anomy”, as one prescient social 
scientist dubbed it in 1980: but so too do innovations in the food industry itself, with 
its vested interest in weaning consumers off any conservative attachment to the ways 
of their elders. The resulting anxiety has familiar symptoms - anorexia, bulimia, fad-
dish diets, serendipitous menus and a parasitic profession of “experts”, gurus and 
quacks who promise solutions so bewildering in their variety that our anxiety is only 
deepened. A more edifying symptom is the welcome appearance in recent years of 
books, with such titles or subtitles as Agri-Culture, Food in Society, and Eating and 
the Perfection of Our Nature, that are alert, not only to the central role of eating in a 
culture, but to the cultural, indeed spiritual, implications of the current revolution in 
the context of eating. The Omnivore’s Dilemma is an eloquent addition to this new 
genre.

Michael Pollan is not a writer easy to categorize. A Professor of Science and 
Environmental Journalism at Berkeley, he is the prizewinning author of three earlier 
books, including Second Nature, a wise and witty work on the significance of garden-
ing, and The Botany of Desire, an essay on the symbiotic relationship between people 
and plants. He writes clearly and engagingly, shifting styles as topic or rhetorical 
purpose demands - now genial and “folksy”, now hard-hitting and ironic. now poetic. 
Like its predecessors, his new book combines science (natural and social), personal 
anecdote, interviews with colourful informants, and philosophical reflection. In these 
respects, British readers might be reminded of Richard Mabey, whose concerns espe-
cially in his Fencing Paradise - over monocultural farming, for example, or disingenu-
ous organic” hype, are shared by Pollan.

Many of us have given a passing and grateful thought to those distant ancestors who. 
to their cost but our benefit, first sampled 4cath-cap toadstools, deadly nightshade 
and other lethal impostors. And all of us give more than a passing thought to those of 
our contemporaries, unfortunate enough to have eaten poultry or beef infected with 
E.coli 0157:H7, salmonella or BSE. Their fates oblige the rest of us to weigh consider-
ations of health against the convenience, price and pleasures of the foods we must 
decide among, Nor, of course, are issues of health confined to the risks of infection. 
On the World Health Organization’s definition, obesity - with its well-documented 
contributions to illness - is now the condition of over 60 per cent of Americans. with 
the British rapidly catching up. Disease, obesity, tooth decay and countless other 
food related threats to our health, however, are only one aspect of the wider problem 
announced in the title of Michael Pollan’s The Omnivore’s Dilemma just one of the 
matters at stake when we ask ourselves, “Fats or carbs? Three square meals or con-
tinuous grazing? Raw or cooked? Orcanic or industrial? Vegitarian or vegan? Meat or 
mock meat?” The dilemmas of what, when and how we should eat, urges Pollan, con-
stitute a “big existential problem”, for the way we eat represents nothing less than 
“our most profound engagement with the natural world”.

The phrase “omnivore’s dilemma” was coined thirty 
years ago by the psychologist Paul Rozin. It names the 
problem faced by creatures - above all, human beings 
- who, at the opposite extreme from, say, pandas with 
their monotypic diet of bamboo, are willing and able to 
ingest, and obtain nutrition from, a very wide range of 
substances: from fungi to fish, chicory to chickens, and, 
these days, processed butane gas to what Pollan calls 
“the Linnaeus-defying Twinkie”, a synthetic, plastic-
wrapped variation on a doughnut. Human omnivorous-
ness, to be sure, has its blessings: utilitarian (when one 
source of food is threatened, people turn to another), 
aesthetic (the pleasures of the palate are almost unlim-
ited) and social (pandas cannot come together to feast, 
or even dine). But there is a dark side to this ability of 
human beings - inveterate questioners as they are - to 
eat just about anything: it is “the anxiety of eating”, as 
Pollan puts it.

DAVID E. COOPER
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As Pollan’s four menus demonstrate, he is not a vegetarian. In his usual empiricist 
spirit, and in response to the challenge of Peter Singer’s Animal Liberation, Pollan 
did abstain from meat for a period in order to judge whether “in good conscience” he 
could continue to eat it. He found that he could, indeed that he should. In the termi-
nology of the moral philosopher R. M. Hare, Pollan is a “demivegetarian” - a moder-
ate and selective meateater who, by insisting on free-range, organic, local, etc, prod-
ucts, has more of an impact on animal welfare, it is argued, than out-and-out vegetar-
ians, whom producers and suppliers have already discounted for. The argument is a 
serious one, even if it cuts little ice with people whose objections to eating meat go 
beyond utilitarian ones - those, for example, whose sense of community with animals 
precludes so blatant a use of them as turning them into lunch. Pollan, whose genu-
ine regard for animals is not in question, protests too much, I feel, when he unfairly 
labels such abstainers “parochial” and “sentimental”.

Animal welfare is not the only reason advanced for demi-vegetarianism. 
“It is doubtful”, Pollan writes, “that you can build a genuinely sustainable agriculture 
without animals to cycle nutrients and support local food production”. Hence, “if 
our concern is for the health of nature”, eating animals that would otherwise disap-
pear from the fields “may sometimes be the most ethical thing to do”. The health of 
the environment is a main theme in Pollan’s book, and his rank order of meals cor-
responds to an order of environmental impact, from the devastating to the benign. 
Worst, naturally, is the impact of “industrial” food production, whose gas-guzzling, 
in such processes as nitrogen fertilizer “fixing”, accounts for 20 per cent of American 
petroleum consumption, and which, to boot, has been responsible for transform-
ing biologically diverse landscapes into barely sustainable “monoscapes”. In these 
respects, “organic industrial” is only marginally better, with both its raw materials 
and finished products often being transported thousands of costly miles. By contrast, 
local, pastoral organic production of the kind witnessed by Pollan uses little fossil 
fuel and encourages a “synergistic ballet” of animals, soils, plants and forest.

Repair to environmental damage, like that to our damaged health, is among the many 
“hidden costs” of the prevailing American, and indeed British, way of eating which 
confound the boast that industrial processes have at least delivered cheap food. 
Pollan is anyway, and rightly, puzzled that something as “important to I . . our well-
being as food is so often sold strictly on the basis of price”. Here, I suspect, we have 
an example of Offer’s “prudential strategies” that have failed to respond to “the chal-
lenge of affluence”. In less affluent times. when by necessity a high percentage of 
people’s expenditure went on food, pennies had to be counted at the local store or in 
the marketplace: these arc still being counted in a manner that those spent on DVDs 
or holidays abroad are not - despite the fact that in the United States at least only 10 
per cent of disposable income is now spent on food. 

A good succinct characterization of the author is the one given on the dust cover by 
the owner of a San Francisco restaurant - “a journalist/philosopher”. The “/” in pref-
erence to an “and” is appropriate, for the journalist and the philosopher are hard to 
separate. Pollan is nothing if not an empiricist, committed to examining “the dinner 
question” through the “lens of personal experience” as much as through that of an 
ecologist or anthropologist, and unwilling to pass judgment on any food-related prac-
tice, such as the slaughter of animals, that he has not observed at first hand or even 
joined in. To this end, with his investigative journalist’s hat on, he traces, and some-
times participates in, the histories, from field, factory, or forest to the table, of the 
“four meals” referred to in his sub-title. The four meals are a McDonald’s take-away, 
two organic-chicken dinners (“organic industrial” and local, “grass-fed”, respective-
ly), and a banquet of wild pig, mushrooms and other ingredients hunted or gathered 
by the author himself. Researching the histories of these meals takes Pollan from the 
cornbelt of Iowa to the Shenandoah Valley to the Californian Sierra. and acquaints 
him with a cast of characters who might variously have sprung from the pages of John 
Steinbeck, Thomas Jefferson, or Ken Kesey.

Gastronomically, and by any other measure that Pollan allows, there is a rank order 
among the four meals. If the wild-pig feast is his “perfect meal”, a Thanksgiving, then 
the cheeseburger gobbled down in his car is “a sort of Thanksgiving in reverse”, a 
perverse homage to “industrial” food. Preferable to this is mass-produced organic 
food - “organic industrial” even though. its degree of freedom from chemicals and 
fertilizers apart, such food betrays both the agricultural ideals of the pioneers of the 
organic movement, and the received public image of organic produce. The best, and 
more practicable, alternative to hunted-and-gathered food is produce bought from 
small-scale, local farmers who endeavour to keep alive those ideals and “the old pas-
toral idea”.

Pollan’s rank order of meals corresponds to several others - to that, for a start, 
of the lives (and deaths) of the animals which have provided the meals. Here we 
ascend from the nightmare world of “industrial” CAFOs (Confined Animal Feeding 
Operations) and broiler factories - places that surely warrant J. M. Coetzee’s refer-
ence to “a crime of stupendous proportions” against animals - to the forest in which 
the pigs led full and free lives until being dispatched by shooters. (Although Pollan 
is himself “embarrassed” by his occasional lapses into the machismo “hunter porn” 
of Hemingway and other rhapsodists, his admittedly ambivalent enthusiasm for this 
practice could have been more constrained. One would never guess from his account, 
for example, that the pig he shoots might be a mother of suckling piglets.) As for the 
chickens Pollan eats, the life of “Rosie”, the “organic industrial” one, is judged to 
have been little better in quality than that of its anonymous “industrial” cousins des-
tined to become “McNuggets”, and distinctly less healthy and happy than that of the 
grass-fed ones he takes away from the small Virginian farm on which he worked for 
several weeks.

DAVID E. COOPER
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ral world”. Crucially, this “different” ethics is not the kind called for by pioneers of 
Environmental Ethics, such as Aldo Leopold, for theirs was a concern, essentially, 
with nature as wilderness, as “The Other” to human culture. What Pollan envisages, 
by contrast, is an ethics to guide our relationships with a humanized natural world, 
with the environments and creatures that our cultural practices - eating included - 
regularly engage with. As he provocatively asked in Second Nature, “What if now, 
instead of to the wilderness, we were to look to the garden for the making of a new 
ethic?”. Human beings, wrote E. 0. Wilson in Biophilia, are “suspended between the 
two antipodal ideas of nature and machine, forest and city, the natural and the arti-
factual”. Whether or not this is “the result of natural selection”, the suspension is 
surely real and dangerous. For, absorbed in how to treat our fellows in the city, and 
how to protect distant rainforests and their creatures, little space remains, between 
the antipodes, for moral attention to our relationships to farmland, domesticated 
animals, and much else that straddles the natural/artefactual divide. It is Michael 
Pollan’s achievement, in his several writings, that - like Wilson and Mabey - he 
widens this space. And I doubt that there is a book which succeeds more than The 
Omnivore’s Dilemma - with its richness of information and eloquence of address, and 
integrity of’ moral purpose in rendering visible, and presenting for a “different” style 
of ethical reflection, that “profound engagement” with our world which eating repre-
sents.

In: TLS (Times Literary Supplement) June 30 2006 – no 5387

“Hidden costs”, in turn, are only one aspect of the lack of transparency or visibility 
that is Pollan’s most general complaint against our contemporary culture of food. 
Reflecting on why the wild-pig dinner was “the perfect meal”, he realizes that what 
he prized most was “the almost perfect transparency of this meal”, due mainly to 
“the brevity and simplicity of the food chain that linked it to the wider world”. The 
McNugget eater, by contrast, cannot trace the aetiology of that substance, since 
“industrial eating ... obscures all ... relationships and connections” to land, animals 
and raw materials. The inside of the McNugget cannot, for example, be linked to a 
particular chicken: for it is stuff that exemplifies what food scientists call “appropria-
tionism” or “substitutionism” - “the reduction”, as the authors of Food in Society, 
Peter Atkins and Ian Bowler, put it, “of agricultural products to simple industrial 
inputs” such as fats and carbohydrates, which are reconstituted, with the help 
of chemicals, into “fabricated” items sold in the supermarket or fast food outlet. 
Things are not much more transparent for the consumers of “organic industrial”, 
victims of the disingenuous literature (“Supermarket Pastoral”), fake evocation of a 
Jeffersonian idyll, which typically adorns the packets or boxes they put in their trol-
leys.

It is Pollan’s faith that greater visibility wheth-
er literal (glass-walled abattoirs) or figurative 
(coming clean on “hidden costs”) - would lead 
to significant reform of the American way of 
eating. In particular, exposés of CAFOs and 
other industrial processes, would induce “dis-
gust, and disgust’s boon companion, shame”. 
Pollan is perhaps over-optimistic: as he him-
self is aware, much of the consumer’s igno-
rance is surely a willed ignorance, resistant to 
education. Only look! - at what you’re eating, 
and how it was produced - is Pollan’s repeated 
refrain. But making visible is no guarantee 
that people will look at, rather than look away.
At certain points, moreover, the author recognizes that just looking is insufficient. 
In addition, we “require a different set of ethics to guide our dealings with the natu-

DAVID E. COOPER
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fear

he needed in this film was a cow engulfed by flames. But no one was willing to set 
fire to a cow—not the assistant director, not the cameraman, no one. So the director 
him-self poured kerosene over the cow and set fire to her. The cow ran off bawling, a 
living torch, and they filmed it. They were shooting in a village and when the peasants 
found out about it they almost killed the director.

When I hear about someone else’s pain, I feel pain too. I feel pain for everything—for 
people and animals. For all living things.

I’m afraid of pain too, and I’m not too thrilled about death. But I’ll live a long time, I 
know that, because I’ve learned to be calmer about death. When I was a child I was 
terrified of death, maybe because of the war, I don’t know.

I was afraid of corpses when I was a child. I thought that they would jump out of 
their graves and grab me. Now I know that unfor-tunately corpses don’t jump out of 
graves. You can’t jump out of there. 

Of course, there was an incident in the late thirties that made me ready to believe 
that the dead fled their coffins. For some reason or other, they dug up Gogol’s grave, 
and Gogol wasn’t in his coffin. The lid was thrown back and the coffin was empty. A 
great corpse had run off.

Zoshchenko created his own method of psychoanalysis. He called it self-healing. He 
treated himself for hysteria and melancholia. 

Zoshchenko didn’t trust doctors.

He thought that you could free yourself of melancholy and depres-sion. You only had 
to understand what it was you feared. When a man realizes the reason for his fears, 
depression will flee. You have to un-tangle your fears.

Zoshchenko was right about a lot. He was wrong, I suppose, only in that he sought 
the causes of fears in early childhood. After all, he him-self said that catastrophes are 
more likely to occur at a mature age, be-cause neuroses come to a head when you’re 
at a mature age. True fear comes at a mature age.

Of course, fear is always with us. It’s with us from earliest childhood. But you don’t 
fear in childhood as you do as an adult.

As a child, Zoshchenko was afraid of beggars. More precisely he was afraid of out-
stretched hands. He was afraid of water. He was also afraid of women.

I, apparently, was also afraid of outstretched hands. A hand can grab you. That’s the 
fear of being grabbed. And besides, a stranger’s hand might take away your food. 
And thus the fear of being hungry.

I was also afraid of fire. A story I read as a boy left a deep impres-sion on me. The 
clown Durov told it. It happened in Odessa before the Revolution. There was an out-
break of plague. They decided that it was being spread by rats, and the mayor of 
Odessa gave the order to destroy rats.

The rat hunt began. Durov was walking down an Odessa side street and saw that 
some boys had set fire to several rats they had caught. The rats were running around 
in a frenzy, the boys were cheering. Durov yelled at the boys and managed to save 
one of the rats. It was covered with burns, but somehow survived. Durov named the 
rat Finka. Finka hated people. Durov moved Finka in with him, and fussed over it a 
long time, treating it. It was very hard for him to win the rat’s trust, but finally Durov 
succeeded.

Durov felt that rats were smart and talented animals. He cited ex-amples. He said that 
a dislike of rats was one of man’s many supersti-tions. Tukhachevsky* had a mouse 
living in his office. He was very used to the animal and fed it.

Setting fire to animals is horrible. But unfortunately, these things happen even in our 
day. A talented director, a young man, was mak-ing a film and he decided that what 

Shostakovich

Solomon Volkov ed.,Testimony: The Memoirs of Dimitri Shostakovich, Harper Colophon Books/Harper & Row, 
Publishers, New York, 1979. pp 4,5



Endangered Species (mammals)

“What does that mean—’tame’?”

“What does that mean—’tame’?” [asked the little prince].
“It is an act too often neglected,” said the fox. “It means to establish ties....
“What must I do, to tame you ?” asked the little prince.
“You must be very patient,” replied the fox. “First you will sit; down at a 
little distance from me.... I shall look at you out of the corner of my eye and 
you will say nothing. But you will sit  a little closer to me every day.... You 
become responsible, forever, for what you have tamed.” (The Little Prince, Saint  Exupery, 

1971)



BAT, BIG-EARED, OZARK (PLECOTUS TOWNSENDII INGENS)           
BAT, BIG-EARED, VIRGINIA (PLECOTUS TOWNSENDII VIRGINIANUS)   
BAT, FRUIT, MARIANA (PTEROPUS MARIANNUS MARIANNUS)           
BAT, FRUIT, MARIANA, LITTLE (PTEROPUS TOKUDAE )              
BAT, GRAY (MYOTIS GRISESCENS )                               
BAT, HOARY, HAWAIIAN (LASIURUS CINEREUS SEMOTUS)             
BAT, INDIANA (MYOTIS SODALIS )                               
BEAR, GRIZZLY (URSUS ARCTOS )                                
CARIBOU, WOODLAND (RANGIFER TARANDUS CARIBOU)                
COUGAR, EASTERN (FELIS CONCOLOR COUGUAR)                     
DEER, KEY (ODOCOILEUS VIRGINIANUS CLAVIUM)                   
DEER, WHITE-TAILED, COLUMBIAN (ODOCOILEUS VIRGINIANUS LEUCURUS)
DUGONG (DUGONG DUGON )                                       
FOX, KIT, SAN JOAQUIN (VULPES MACROTIS MUTICA)               
JAGUARUNDI (FELIS YAGOUAROUNDI TOLTECA)                      
JAGUARUNDI (FELIS YAGOUAROUNDI CACOMITLI)                    
MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (TRICHECHUS MANATUS )                   
MOUSE, BEACH, ALABAMA (PEROMYSCUS POLIONOTUS AMMOBATES)      
MOUSE, BEACH, CHOCTAWHATCHEE (PEROMYSCUS POLIONOTUS ALLOPHRYS)
MOUSE, BEACH, PERDIDO KEY (PEROMYSCUS POLIONOTUS TRISSYLLEPSIS)
MOUSE, COTTON, KEY LARGO (PEROMYSCUS GOSSYPINUS ALLAPATICOLA)
MOUSE, HARVEST, SALT MARSH (REITHRODONTOMYS RAVIVENTRIS )    
OCELOT (FELIS PARDALIS )                                     
OTTER, SEA, SOUTHERN (ENHYDRA LUTRIS NEREIS)                 
PANTHER, FLORIDA (FELIS CONCOLOR CORYI)                      
PRAIRIE DOG, UTAH (CYNOMYS PARVIDENS )                       
PRONGHORN, SONORAN (ANTILOCAPRA AMERICANA SONORIENSIS)       
RAT, GIANT KANGAROO (DIPODOMYS INGENS )                      
RAT, KANGAROO, FRESNO (DIPODOMYS NITRATOIDES EXILIS)         
RAT, KANGAROO, MORRO BAY (DIPODOMYS HEERMANNI MORROENSIS)    
RAT, WOOD+, KEY LARGO (NEOTOMA FLORIDANA SMALLI)             
SQUIRREL, FLYING, NORTHERN, CAROLINA (GLAUCOMYS SABRINUS COLORATUS)
SQUIRREL, FLYING, NORTHERN, VIRGINIA (GLAUCOMYS SABRINUS FUSCUS)
SQUIRREL, FLYING, NORTHERN, VIRGINIA (GLAUCOMYS SABRINUS FUSCUS)
SQUIRREL, FOX, DELMARVA PENINSULA (SCIURUS NIGER CINEREUS)   
SQUIRREL, RED, MOUNT GRAHAM (TAMIASCIURUS HUDSONICUS GRAHAMENSIS)
VOLE, AMARGOSA (MICROTUS CALIFORNICUS SCIRPENSIS)            
VOLE, HUALAPAI (MICROTUS MEXICANUS HUALPAIENSIS)             
WOLF, GRAY (CANIS LUPUS )                                    
WOLF, RED (CANIS RUFUS )                                     
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